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Traumatic biomechanics of the human body under various
loading conditions, such as car crash, falling, contact sports,
and military environments, has been studied for decades.
The goal of research in this area is to advance knowledge
pertaining to human injury causation and develop affordable
and effective countermeasures for protection towards injury
and fatality reduction. From an ethical point of view, it
is extremely difficult to propose a well-controlled human
subject study aiming at understanding the injurymechanisms
and establishing the associated tolerance values. For this
reason, many numerical simulation techniques, such as finite
element, boundary element, and meshless methods, have
been used to study the human body response in an attempt
to obtain in-depth insights into injury biomechanics, thus
minimizing the need for testing human subject in this
important research field.

This special issue serves as a brief update to the current
status of and advances in using commercially available
numerical tools in the study of human body responses
under different impact situations and development of injury
prevention measures to protect their respective human body
regions.

The paper by X. Song et al. analyzes the biomechanical
effects of sinuses in the skull on the facial impact response.
Two finite element head models with and without sinuses are
built.The results show that if the sinuses are far away from the
impact location, its effect could be neglected. Another paper
by the same group investigates the influence of gyri and sulci.
The responses of two headmodels, with and without gyri and
sulci under impact loading conditions, are compared. The
model predictions indicate considerable changes of stress and
strain between two cases, thus pointing out the necessity to

include these anatomic features in the modeling. S. Cui et al.
study how the variation of pediatric brain tissue properties
can affect the intracranial response of a 6-year-old child
in the impact accidents. The bulk modulus and viscoelastic
parameters are changed in a large wider range and the
simulated responses show an opposite trend between the
shear stress and shear strain distributions.More investigation
is needed. Y. Hua et al. develop a computational model to
study the role of network of blood vessels in the brain under
air blast loading. Voronoi tessellations are implemented to
represent the network of brain. The results demonstrate
an evident increase of strains when the blood vessels are
included. But they have limited effect on the intracranial
pressure. D. Li et al. compare the responses of an isolated
head finite element model and a full-body model with head
under the same impact loading conditions. Based on the
results, they conclude that the isolated head model may not
equivalently reflect the strain levels below the 10% compared
to the whole human body model. J. Lei et al. use detailed
finite element models to evaluate the mechanism of pelvis
ring fracture. It has been found that the pelvic ring integrity is
the prerequisite of the pelvic stability and should be in a stable
condition when the complex fracture is treated. Y. Fan et al.
apply numerical simulations to evaluate the performance of
fixation systems in the most frequent T-shaped acetabular
fracture and an optimal design of fixture is achieved. M.
Sridevi et al. predict healing period of a tibia fracture in
humans across limb using first-order mathematical model.
The computational results confirm the X-ray diagnostic data.

The papers included in this special issue present some
recent advances of computational modeling tools in the
traumatic injury related biomechanical and clinical studies.
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With the rapid development of modern computers and com-
putational methods, novel modeling/simulation techniques
and new applications of numerical models are emerging.
We hope that the readers will find articles in this special
issue interesting and stimulating enough to encourage them
in directing efforts toward fostering further research on
computational methods for the trauma injury in the near
future.

Feng Zhu
Clifford C. Chou

Libo Cao
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The prediction of healing period of a tibia fracture in humans across limb using first-order mathematical model is demonstrated.
At present, fracture healing is diagnosed using X-rays. Recent studies have demonstrated electric stimulation as a diagnostic tool in
fracture healing. A DC electric voltage of 0.7 V was applied across the fracture and stabilized with Teflon coated carbon rings and
the data was recorded at different time intervals until the fracture heals. The experimental data fitted a first-order plus dead time
zero model (FOPDTZ) that coincided with the mathematical model of electrical simulated tibia fracture limb. Fracture healing
diagnosis was proposed using model parameter process gain. Current stabilization in terms of process gain parameter becoming
constant indicates that the healing of fracture is a new finding in the work. An error analysis was performed and it was observed
that the measured data correlated to the FOPDTZmodel with an error of less than 2 percent. Prediction of fracture healing period
was done by one of the identified model parameters, namely, process gain. Moreover, mathematically, it is justified that once the
fracture is completely united there is no capacitance present across the fracture site, which is a novelty of the work.

1. Introduction

One of the major challenges in medical field is the prediction
of fracture healing. The factors which decide nonunions of
fractures in patients are the presence of unhealed fractured
bone ends, viability of ends, and stability of the fixation
and general bodily status of the individual which varies
with presentation time and age of patient. Moreover, all the
factors which control fracture healing are not known. The
accepted theory of fracture healing is blood in fracture site
becoming healed bone. The diagnosis of a bone fracture is
confirmed and its union is tracked mainly with frequent
X-rays, repeated at least during every clinical visit. Such
frequent exposure to X-rays can cause marrow depression
and malignancy [1–3]. Sometimes even around 30 X-rays are
needed in a single patient till union [4]. X-ray analysis is not
always consistent, as maturity in viewing a fracture radio-
graph depends on individual medical practitioner’s skill and

experience which leads to interobserver and intraobserver
variations. Radiographic fracture healing assessments with
fracture stiffnessmeasurements were correlated [5] and study
on biomechanical effects on bone to fully understand the
mechanical properties of a patient’s bone was illustrated [6].
Moreover, there is no agreement in defining what actually
fracture union in an X-ray is [7, 8]. Few studies have tried
enhancement of fracture healing with electrical stimulation
[9, 10]. Recently, initial studies were carried out with a group
of four tibial fractures cases with electric stimulation in the
diagnostic side to monitor facture healing [11]. This was
followed upwith studies in an increased group size of 12 cases
where authors have looked upon the current stabilization
alone. When the current is stabilized, with the help of X-
ray, they diagnose the fracture that was healed [12]. In an
attempt to simplify the fracture healing process, models have
been proposed to relate all possible data and observation to
understand this process better. Some authors have proposed
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a first order system which has been tested and validated only
on animals [13–15]. The General FOPDTZ (first order plus
dead time and zero) model is represented as

𝐺 (𝑠) =
𝐾𝑝𝑆𝑒
−𝜏𝑑𝑆

𝜏𝑆 + 1
, (1)

where 𝐾𝑝 is the process gain; 𝜏 is the process time constant;
and 𝜏𝑑 is the measurement delay. In such process, when
stabilization occurs, process gain is constant. To develop a
model, steps to be followed are [16–18] collection of system
data, identification of system, estimation ofmodel parameter,
and testing of the fitted model. The above authors have
not analyzed fracture healing prediction by modeling using
electrical data recorded across limb for humans. In this
work, an alternative method to monitor fracture healing by
simple mathematical model using electrical data recorded
across human tibia fracture and its healing diagnosis using
model parameter process gain has been proposed. Current
stabilization in terms of process gain parameter becoming
constant indicates the healing of fracture. This method was
implemented to test fracture healing prediction for twelve
patients at Thanjavur Medical College.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses
methodology for modeling tibia fracture; Section 3 dis-
cusses development of mathematical model for tibia fracture.
Section 4 describes the experimental set-up for the fracture
healing prediction. Section 5 discusses validation of mathe-
matical model through empirical model. Section 6 deals with
results and discussion, while Section 7 concludes this work.

2. Methodology for Modeling Tibia Fracture

When an intact bone is broken, there will be two pieces, for
example, A and B, as shown in Figure 1. The gap between the
two pieces will not be empty but filled with blood clot. If the
electric current is passed from one end of the unbroken bone
by an electrode, it reaches the electrode at the other end by the
conduction property of an intact bone. If one attempts to test
the same conduction through a fractured bone as in Figure 1,
the current from the electrode passes through fragment A,
then the blood clot, and then fragment B, before reaching the
other electrode. The fracture site blood clot is considered as
a dissimilar material between the two fractured fragments of
bones A and B.

When a current is applied, this is considered as a dielectric
and electrical conduction of a blood clot supported by the
studies [19, 20] which is also realized in our present study
by mathematical and empirical methods. Hence, we consider
the tibia fracture site as a capacitance. Once the fracture site
hematoma heals to become bone and becomes continuous
with the two fragments A and B, the original conductivity
and resistivity of an intact bone is restored to near normal.
Once it was observed that the ionic transfer did not occur
as evident from the asymptotic graphs, at this healed stage,
the gain of the process is constant, which we found out in
our model FOPDTZ (first order plus dead time zero) with
constant gain.

Blood in tibial fracture site

B: distal bone segment

A: proximal bone segment

Figure 1: Broken bone.

In this study, 12-tibia fracture patients subjected to frac-
ture healing by diagnostic DC simulation were studied. As a
regular pattern of current, that is, initial irregularity in the
current flow and its stabilization in later stage were observed
in all the cases, modeling for four different fracture cases is
demonstrated. Case 1 was an old patient; treatment was done
on the day of the injury; that is, the ring was applied even
before the infection could set in, within 6 hours of the injury
and early union of the fractured bone was observed. The
second case had first a debridement and a rod type external
fixator. Later, it was converted to an interlocking nailing.Only
when this nail got infected was he referred to our unit for
Ilizarov ring fixation. The third case had first a debridement
and a rod type external fixator. Later, this was removed as
patient did not give consent to any further treatment. He later
presented after 4months to our unit for Ilizarov ring fixation.
The second and third patients were middle aged who were
treated after aminimumof two surgeries and hence had delay
in healing. The fourth case had first a debridement and a rod
type external fixator. He needed a plastic surgery in the form
of flap cover from the calf muscle side. After settling of the
flap, he needed repeated fracture site debridement causing
loss of bone. He later presented after 5 months to our unit
for Ilizarov ring fixation; the treatment procedure he had
was a corticotomy and bone transport. The fourth case had
a bone gap with prolonged treatment with bone transport.
Remaining cases also rendered similar types of responses.
The patient information for 12-tibia fracture trauma injuries
is shown in Table 1.

3. Mathematical Modeling for Tibia Fracture

As discussed before, the broken bone is considered as a
capacitor; DC current is applied usingwith four Teflon coated
carbon ring Ilizarov external fixators. The tibia fracture site
acts as dielectric. Dielectric property of fracture site tissue
changes with healing. The tibia fracture was analyzed, in
modeling point of view, as two broken parts of bone with
blood in between acting as capacitor [21]. The voltage to be
applied to the capacitor (𝑐) was passed in series through a
resistor (𝑅). The delay in recording the current in ammeter
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Carbon ring

R

CBlood in tibial fracture site VinVin

B: distal bone segment

A: proximal bone segment

Vop

Vop

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit for single time constant model of tibia fracture.

was taken as time delay (𝜏𝑑). The equivalent circuit for single
time constant model representation is shown in Figure 2.

The input to the single time constant model is the voltage
𝑉in. The output voltage is 𝑉op. 𝐶 is the capacitance, 𝑅 is the
resistance, and 𝐼 is the current flow into the system. Applying
Kirchhoff ’s voltage law to the circuit shown in Figure 2, the
following mathematical equation (1) was obtained:

𝑉in (𝑡) = 𝐼 (𝑡) 𝑅 +
1

𝑐
∫ 𝐼 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡. (2)

For stability analysis of nonlinear systems by applying
Laplace transformation, we convert the parameters from time
domain in (2) to parameters in “𝑆” domain as represented in

𝑉in (𝑠) = 𝐼 (𝑠) 𝑅 +
1

𝐶𝑆
𝐼 (𝑠) , (3)

where 𝑉in(𝑠) is input voltage, 𝐼(𝑠) is the output current, and 𝑆
is a complex variable, composed of real and imaginary parts:
𝑆 = 𝜎 + 𝑗𝜔, where 𝜎 is the real part and 𝑗𝜔 is the imaginary
part. On rearranging, we obtain

𝑉in (𝑠) =
𝐼 (𝑠) 𝑅𝐶𝑆 + 𝐼 (𝑠)

𝐶𝑆
,

𝐼 (𝑠)

𝑉in (𝑠)
=
𝐶𝑆

𝑅𝐶𝑆 + 1
.

(4)

Let 𝜏 = 𝑅𝐶;𝐺(𝑠) = 𝐼(𝑠)/𝑉in(𝑠);𝐾𝑃 = 𝐶; then the model is

𝐺 (𝑠) =
𝐾𝑃𝑆

𝜏𝑆 + 1
. (5)

As all systems possess an inherent delay for the input to
process through, process delay is introduced in (5) and the
system with delay is represented in

𝐺 (𝑠) =
𝐾𝑝𝑆𝑒
−𝜏𝑑𝑆

𝜏𝑆 + 1
. (6)

In this tibia fracture, the time constant 𝜏 in the FOPDTZ
model comprises the resistance as well as the capacitance of

the fractured bone model whose values change as the broken
bone heals. Thus, the time constant 𝜏 = 𝑅𝐶 changes too
during fracture healing. The change in output current is thus
due to changes in the bone’s resistance and capacitance. This
implies that the step response of the fractured bone changes
as healing proceeds. This means that if we applied a step
input (voltage) to the fractured bone, we would obtain a
different step response every day. A constant voltage of 0.7 V
was applied to the tibia fracture site and the current was
recorded at various time intervals (days). The process gain
𝐾𝑝 corresponds to change in output current to that of change
in input voltage applied during treatment period (number
of days). As the number of days increases, once the healing
has started, the current drops down and becomes constant
once the fracture has healed completely. Once the process
gain becomes constant, we predict the healing of the fracture.
From mathematical modeling of tibia fracture, it is clear that
tibia fracture fits into FOPDTZ model.

4. Experimental Setup

Theexperimental set-up for fracture healingmodel analysis is
shown in Figure 3. Data from the prospective study that was
conductedwhere open fractures of tibiawere treatedwas used
in this study [15, 16].Theopen fractureswere cleaned of debris
and contaminants andwere stabilizedwith four Teflon coated
carbon ring Ilizarov external fixators.

In these cases, the healing was followed with clinical
assessment and periodical X-rays till the endpoint of fracture
union and then the rings were removed. Additionally, all the
patients also had application of electrical voltage in the range
of 0.1–1.0 V DC in 0.1 V increments, across the two wires
on either side of fracture. The output current was recorded
by an ammeter connected in series. Ammeter measures the
current flow across the fracture. Using the ammeter reading
as reference, the online data recording of voltage calibration
in terms of current is done. The schematic representation
alone is shown in the experimental set-up.Thewired diagram
is published by one of the authors in [13–16]. The ammeter
output was connected toM/sAD instrumentation 16-channel
data acquisition card via signal conditioning unit. The card
was connected to the USB port of the Pentium processor with
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Figure 4: Experimental data collected from open loop response of four-tibia fracture patients’ cases.

an in-built antialiasing filter. The card supports 16 ADC and
DAC channels in the range of ±15 V. Program was developed
in “𝐶” language to read and display the patient’s current
rating in terms of mA. The graph was compared with the
appearance of new bone formation in X-rays. The above
methodology was carried upon twelve different patients at
Thanjavur Government Medical College to predict the exact
instance at which a fracture has united completely. For all the
twelve different patients, the same fracture healing pattern
was obtained. The real-time experimental data for four tibia
fracture patients is shown in Figure 4.

The initial irregularity of the graphs in Figure 4 con-
structed is already explained in certain papers [11, 12]. When
skin wound healing was studied, there was stabilization
of electrical potentials recorded across the wound after an
initial irregularity as the skin wound recovered strength [13].
Moreover, bioelectric potentials after tibia fractures in rats
stabilized after an initial period of irregularity [14]. Cellular
and vascular processes in the early callus formationwere cited
to be the reason for the irregularity. The same concept is also
applicable to fractured human bones in the referred study
[12].
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5. Empirical Model for Tibia Fracture

Using the experimental setup and electrical data obtained,
empirical model was developed to predict the healing of
fracture and error analysis was performed to validate the
mathematical model. Model relies on input/output data for
its training and capturing the dynamics of the process. In
this study, the applied DC voltage is the input variable and
the current across the tibia fracture is the output variable. A
sampling time of 0.1ms is used for the simulation. For the
applied DC voltage, the resulting current values are stored in
the MATLAB workspace. Here, the empirical model of the
tibia fracture for CASE-1 is obtained by training the model
with an input and output data of 1000 sets. Of these, 600
data pairs are used for training and the remaining 400 are
used for validation of the network. As there was no change
in the practical value, the data was limited to 1000 sets.
Model Estimation Algorithm using Prediction Error Method
inMatlab7.4 with system identification toolboxwas written to
estimate the FOPDTZ process model with one pole, one zero,
gain, and time delay. The steps followed are as follows.

(1) Load the measured patient data individually for each
patient.

(2) Classify the data into training data and validation
data.

(3) Estimate the model and model coefficients using
Prediction Error Method (PEM) for process models.

(4) Optimize the model to minimize sum of square of
error 𝑒(𝑡) difference between the measured output
and the predicted output of the model.

(5) Perform the validation of model and plot the output
response. The process flow for estimating the model
is shown in Figure 5.

FOPDTZ model obtained using process model estima-
tion technique [18] using MATLAB is shown in

𝐺 (𝑠) =
−3233.3 (1 − 244.8𝑠) 𝑒

−30𝑠

1 + 0.13846𝑠
, (7)

where model parameters are process gain (𝐾𝑝) = −3233,
time constant (𝜏) = 0.13846, and time delay (𝜏𝑑) = 30. The
empirical model obtained using electrical data is FOPDTZ
modelwhich is the same as that of the predictedmathematical
model. Modeling was performed for the entire set of data as
a whole recorded at different intervals rather than on day-
to-day responses. The error analysis was performed for the
FOPDTZ model shown in Figure 6. It was observed that
measured and predicted data were identical and the average
percentage error (APE) is zero. The system is able to predict
the constant region due to introduction of zero in model.
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Figure 6: Comparison of measured and predicted output char-
acteristics for tibia fracture modeled after introduction of zero
(FOPDTZ).

The frequency response characteristics are shown in Figure 7
and it was inferred from phase characteristics that there is no
irregular phase shifts.

When the model was validated, it was observed that
the average performance error (APE) was minimum. This
experimental model coincided with the mathematical model
of tibia fracture. The measured and predicted responses are
shown in Figure 8. In Figures 6 and 8, the empirical model
output when compared with actual experimental output was
optimized to coincide so that we can visualize only one
graph as both the measured and calculated output matched.
However, we observed an average percentage error of 0.2 for
case 4 as indicated in Table 2. The FOPDTZ model in (7)
suits to mathematical model representation in (6). Hence, we
can confirm that tibia fracture fits both mathematically and
experimentally into FOPDTZ model.

6. Results and Discussion

Once the healing has been predicted, the rings are removed
and ideal condition of capacitance becoming zero cannot be
appreciated experimentally as there are no wires to apply
the DC voltage. It has been inferred from the mathematical
model that zero is needed for the system tomatch with actual
measurement data.Hence,mathematically, we can justify that
once the fracture is completely united there is no capacitance.
Once the value of process gain 𝐾𝑝 is constant, then the
fracture has healed.Themodel validation is shown in Table 2.
From Table 2, it is inferred that tibia fracture was modeled as
FOPDTZ.The process gain was negative and it could be seen
that the process gain becomes constant from Figure 8 around
the 18th day.The X-ray was taken on the same day which also
confirmed evidence of fracture healing.
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Figure 7: Frequency response characteristics for tibia fracture
modeled after introduction of zero (FOPDTZ).
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It is hard, for example, in a human system, to try
a hazardous maneuver of studying electrical conduction
behaviors in uninjured limb.Themathematical models for all
parts of the control system can be related together to simulate
how the system would function under various disastrous
maneuvers [15]. According to the type of the condition,
models differ. In all these models, there is a main complexity
in modeling a fracture healing process as there is certain
void in the understanding of fracture healing process. On
the other hand, if the main principles of such processes
are only inadequately appreciated or if the mathematics of
known principles is very intricate, then a physical model
may be preferred, for example, New Zealand rabbits whose
bones are osteotomized to simulate human fractures showed
better union with electric stimulation compared to growth
factors. Recent advance in computing hasmademathematical
modeling and the resulting graphic simulation progressively
precise for different kinds of problems.The initial irregularity
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Table 2: Model validation of the tibia fracture model.

Patient Process model Order Pole Zero Model parameters APE
(%)𝐾𝑝 𝜏 𝜏1 𝜏2 𝜏𝑑

Case 1
−3233.3(1 − 244.8𝑠)𝑒

−30𝑠

1 + 0.13846𝑠
First 1 1 −3233 0.13846 0 0 30 0

Case 2 −2868(1 + 6𝑒
5
𝑠)𝑒
−29𝑠

1 + 0.003𝑠
First 1 1 −2868 0.003 0 0 29 0

Case 3 −3.8𝑒
12
(1 + 4.2𝑒

8
𝑠)𝑒
−30𝑠

(1 + 16.4𝑠)
First 1 1 −3.8𝑒

12 16.4 0 0 −30 0

Case 4 −5.8𝑒
6
(1 + 2.6𝑠)𝑒

−30𝑠

(1 + 17𝑒6𝑠)
First 1 1 −5.8𝑒6 17𝑒6 0 0 30 0.2

and later stabilization of current already reported were found
well fitting in this model.

The effects of patients’ factors on the values of parameters
in the FOPDTZ model are described as follows. Various
model parameters are process gain 𝐾𝑝, time constant (𝜏),
and time delay (𝜏𝑑). Here, the time constant (𝜏 = 𝑅𝐶)
mathematically relates to the capacitance of the tibia fracture
site. We could observe from case 1, case 2, and case 3 that
the values of time constant (𝜏) are 0.13, 0.003, and 16.4,
respectively. Hence, mathematically, we can prove that the
capacitance reaches zero by the value of 𝜏 on complete
healing of process. When the value of 𝜏 is present, it gives
an indication that the fracture gap still exists as observed
in case 4. Moreover, when the process gain (which initially
varies) finally becomes constant, it gives an indication that
fracture has healed. The parameter time delay (𝜏𝑑) indicates
that the fracture reunion process is dependent on time. If
multiple pieces of bone were present, then model can be
developed using multiple capacitances connected in parallel
to the resistor.

Here, in this study, we have considered open bone tibia
fractures fixed with Illizario rings treated with DC electric
stimulation where blood clot is present and considered as a
capacitance. However, it would be interesting to know the
applicability of the model to predict the healing process of
stress fracture on tibia without any blood clot provided it is
experimented on a patient who agreed for a ring fixator to
understand the limitation of this study. We assume that, even
in hairline fracture, there will be a minimal blood clot and
callus formation for the fracture to heal.

7. Conclusion

FOPDTZ model was developed using the electrical data
recorded across fractured limb that coincided with math-
ematical model. It was observed that the identified and
measured data well fitted with minimum error for FOPDTZ
model. The tibia fracture fitting into FOPDTZ model indi-
cates that fracture tissue site capacitance becomes zero once
it is completely healed. This fact is justified via modeling as
it cannot be proved experimentally. Fracture healing is an
intricate processwithmost of the parameters being unknown.
Model will help to clarify the process and to study the effects

of different components and to formulate predictions about
fractures performance. We propose that when the process
gain of the FOPDTZ model is constant the fracture has
healed for the different tibia fracture cases which were also
confirmed with X-ray diagnostic.
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Brain tissue mechanical properties are of importance to investigate child head injury using finite element (FE) method. However,
these properties used in child head FE model normally vary in a large range in published literatures because of the insufficient
child cadaver experiments. In this work, a head FE model with detailed anatomical structures is developed from the computed
tomography (CT) data of a 6-year-old healthy child head. The effects of brain tissue mechanical properties on traumatic brain
response are also analyzed by reconstruction of a head impact on engine hood according to Euro-NCAP testing regulation using
FE method. The result showed that the variations of brain tissue mechanical parameters in linear viscoelastic constitutive model
had different influences on the intracranial response. Furthermore, the opposite trend was obtained in the predicted shear stress
and shear strain of brain tissues caused by the variations of mentioned parameters.

1. Introduction

The epidemiological investigations showed that the cranio-
cerebral injury caused by traffic accidents was one of the
main reasons for children’s death [1]. Children head injury
criteria and endurance limits are of great importance to
develop head protective device. Head injury experiments
using child cadavers are the most effective way to study
head injury criteria and endurance limits [2]. However, the
absence of child cadaver experiments largely hampers the
understanding of children’s craniocerebral injurymechanism
in consideration of ethical morality. Recently, finite element
(FE) method provides a new way to solve these problems by
computational mechanics and computer technology [3–7].
Roth et al. [8] created a head FEmodel of a 6-month-old child
including main anatomical features of the skull, tentorium,
fontanels, falx, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and cerebrumbased
on computed tomography (CT) data. In this study, the FE
model was used to evaluate the traumatic injury under the
shaking and impact loading conditions. Roth et al. [9–11]
also developed a detailed 3-year-old child head FE model

to investigate child head injury criteria. Compared with a
scaled adult head FE model, the result showed that it was
not accurate when scaling an adult head to obtain child
head. Ruan et al. [12] developed a detailed 6-year-old head
FE model from CT data and conducted the validation of
FE model. Cao et al. [13] further developed a detailed FE
10-year-old head model by using ANSYS ICEM CFD and
HYPERMESH code from CT data.

It is well known that the proper brain tissue material
constitutive models and accurate material parameters are the
key factors of FE method to investigate craniocerebral injury.
However, the mechanical properties of brain tissues varied
with child age gradually [14, 15]. Furthermore, themechanical
properties used in the FE head models were mainly obtained
from animal experiments or scaled data from adults due to
the absence of child cadaver experiments, which limited the
accuracy of FE method.

In this study, a FE model with more detail anatomical
features was developed based on head FE model created by
Ruan et al. [12].The effects of brain tissue mechanical param-
eters variation on intracranial response were systematically
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Figure 1: FE model of a 6-year-old child head with detailed head anatomical structures.

evaluated according to Euro-NCAP testing regulation. The
craniocerebral injury mechanism for children was discussed.

2. Methods

2.1. FE Model Description. Based on the validated FE model
created by Ruan et al. [12], intracerebral soft brain tissues
were further divided, and hard tissues such as mandibular
bones and facial bone were created based on the CT data of
a 6-year-old child head using the FE developing method in
the literature [21]. Mesh qualities of the FE model were also
optimized in this study. The detailed 6-year-old child head
FE model was shown in Figure 1; it can be found that the
skull includes frontal bone, sphenoid bone, ethmoid bone,
the outer plate and inner plate, and undergrown diploe of
occipital bone, parietal bones, and temporal bones.The brain
soft tissues include cerebrum, corpus callosum, cerebellum,
brainstem, ventricle, diencephalon, sinus, flax, CSF, and dura
mater. The whole FE head model with 103,716 nodes mainly
consisted of 17,346 shells (falx, dura mater, and tentorium)
and 96,128 bricks (other brain structures).Themeshes among
brain tissues, CSF, and skull were connected with common
nodes. The developed FE model has been validated in Li’s
study [22] and Ruan’s study [12].

2.2. Mechanical Properties of Brain Tissues. The linear vis-
coelastic constitutive model was commonly applied to inves-
tigate brain tissue injury in the head FE models. The Zener
model for brain tissues was adopted in this research, and the
constitutive equation was defined in the following equation:

𝐺 (𝑡) = 𝐺
∞
+ (𝐺
0
−𝐺
∞
) 𝑒
−𝛽𝑡

, (1)

where 𝐺
∞

is the long-term shear modulus, 𝐺
0
is the short-

term shear modulus, and 𝛽 is decay coefficient.
Thibault and Margulies [14] compared the linear elastic

shear modulus of cerebrum in a 3-day-old piglet (equivalent
to a 1-month-old human infant) with that of 1-year-old
pig (equivalent to a 4-year-old human infant) and found
that the shear modulus was obviously different even at low
strains. Chatelin et al. [15] found that child’s brainmechanical

Table 1: Brain mechanical properties found in the literature and
used in the simulation.

Literature 𝐺0 (kPa) 𝐺∞ (kPa) 𝛽 (s−1) 𝐾 (MPa)
Roth et al. [9] 5.99 2.32 0.09248 2110
Nicolle et al. [16] 9.884 3.725 920 1125
Shuck and Advani [17] 49 16.2 145 1125
Lee [18] 26.9–110 2.87 50 1.25–5.44
DiMasi et al. [19] 34.474 17.23 100 68.948
Ruan [20] 528 168 35 127.9
In the table,𝐾 is bulk modulus.

properties varied evidently with age when children were
younger than 2 years under low frequency shear load. The
result showed that long-term and short-term shear moduli
of white matter, gray matter, and brain stem of children older
than 2 years were the same as those of adults. Additionally,
the shear modulus of brain stem is two or three times stiffer
than that of white matter and gray matter regardless of age.
Thibault and Margulies [14] and Dobbing [23] found that
the composition of the brain tissue of 2-year-old children,
such as DNA polymerase content, water content, and lipid
content, was mostly the same as those in adults [9, 11].
The brain mechanical properties in the linear viscoelastic
constitutivemodel reported in the literatures are summarized
in Table 1 [9, 16–20]. Table 2 summarizes the other head
material properties used in the FE head model.

From Table 1, it can be seen that brain mechanical
properties vary in a large range as reported in the literatures.
As for the short-term shear models, it varies in the range
of 5.99–528 kPa, while the long-term shear modulus varies
in the range of 2.32–168 kPa. Decay coefficient varies in the
range of 0.09248–920 s−1, and 𝐾 varies in the range of 1.25–
2110MPa.

To evaluate the effects of brain tissue mechanical param-
eters variation on intracranial response, a comprehensive
parametric study was conducted.The simulation matrix with
different parametric combinations is shown in Table 3. The
parameters reported in the literature [9, 17] were adopted as
the baseline experiment, where the short-term shearmodulus
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Table 2: Material properties used in the head model.

Density/kg⋅m−3 Poisson’s
ratio 𝐸/MPa

Meninges 1140 0.45 31.5
CSF 1040 0.49 0.012
Scalp 1200 0.42 16.7
Cortical bone of skull 2150 0.22 9870
Cancellous bone of skull 2150 0.22 3690
Sutures 2150 0.22 1100

Table 3: Detailed experiment series with different parameters.

𝐺
0
(kPa) 𝐺

∞
(kPa) 𝛽 (s−1) 𝐾 (MPa)

Base 49 16.2 145 2190
Ex 1 4.9 1.62 145 2190
Ex 2 490 162 145 2190
Ex 3 49 16.2 1.45 2190
Ex 4 49 16.2 14.5 2190
Ex 5 49 16.2 1450 2190
Ex 6 4.9 1.62 145 219
Ex 7 4.9 1.62 145 21.9

𝐺
0
was taken as 4.9, 49, and 490 kPa, respectively. Long-

term shear modulus 𝐺
∞

varied as 1.62, 16.2, and 162 kPa,
respectively. Decay coefficient 𝛽 varied at the levels of 1.45,
14.5, 145, and 1450/s, and bulk modulus 𝐾 varied at the
levels of 21.9, 219, and 2190MPa. These values can cover all

the reported data in Table 1. Particularly, the reported results
showed that the bulk modulus of brain tissues was at least
105 times than shear modulus [15]. Therefore, the proportion
of bulk modulus to shear modulus in all experiment series
should meet the special requirements. The experiment series
in Table 3 can meet the special requirements.

2.3. Load and Boundary Setup of Impact Simulation Experi-
ments. The impact between the developed child head model
and engine hoodwas reconstructed according to Euro-NCAP
testing regulations [24]. Engine hood surface at location A
where injurious structure of shock absorber exists (Figure 2)
is selected from child headform test zones as impact location
[22].

Figure 3 shows the forehead of FEmodel impacts location
A of the engine hood surface in the simulations, which
were conducted by using PAM-CRASH code. The velocity
of the center of mass of FE head is set at 35 km/h and the
engine hood is still. Velocity direction of FE head was 50
degrees with the horizontal plane, and impact direction was
downward and rightward related to front structure on vehicle
longitudinal vertical plane.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Intracranial Response with Different 𝐾 Values

3.1.1. Intracranial Pressure. Though 𝐺
0
, 𝐺
∞
, and 𝛽 play an

important role in intracranial pressure, Ex 1, Ex 6, and Ex 7
experiments in Table 3 only focus on the effect of bulk
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modulus𝐾 on intracranial pressure.The results of Ex 1, Ex 6,
and Ex 7 are shown in Figure 4 for the intracranial pressure
time histories with different𝐾 values. It shows that both coup
pressure and contrecoup pressures decrease with lower 𝐾
values. When 𝐾 value is 21.9MPa, the peak coup pressure
reaches 117.1 kPa and peak contrecoup pressure is −88.1 kPa.
The peak coup pressure increases to 159.8 kPa and peak
contrecoup pressure is −97.2 kPa, when 𝐾 value increases to
2190MPa.The decrease of bulkmodulus𝐾 values means that
the hydrostatic pressure decreases in that brain tissue. As a
result, the brain tissue of the impact side deforms more easily
under the same loading conditions, which results in a lower
coup pressure accordingly.

3.1.2. Shear Stress and Shear Strain. The peak shear stress
increases while shear strain decreases with the increase of
𝐾 value. The peak shear stress increases from 13.7 kPa to
17.9 kPa when 𝐾 value increases from 21.9MPa to 2190MPa.
However, the shear strain decreases sharply from 0.6 to 0.1.
The maximum shear stress occurs at dorsal pontine of brain
stem when 𝐾 value is 21.9MPa and 219MPa, and it occurs
at the dorsal midbrain region of brain stem when 𝐾 value is
2190MPa.While themaximum shear strain occurs at the lobe
of cerebrum parietal cortex in impact side when 𝐾 value is
21.9MPa, it occurs at ventrolateral pons of brain stemwhen𝐾
value is 219MPa and 2190MPa.The resultsmean that location
of maximum shear stress is not the same as that of maximum
shear strain.

3.2. Intracranial Response with Different 𝐺 Values

3.2.1. Intracranial Pressure. The absolute values of coup and
contrecoup pressure rise with the increase of 𝐺 value as
shown in Figure 5, which is plotted from the results of
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Figure 5: Intracranial pressure time histories with different 𝐺
values.

baseline, Ex 1, and Ex 2 experiments. The coup pressure
increases from 155.1 kPa to 180.8 kPa while contrecoup pres-
sure increases from −93.4 kPa to −100.5 kPa when 𝐺

0
value

increases from 4.9 kPa to 490 kPa and 𝐺
∞

value increases
from 1.62 kPa to 162 kPa.

3.2.2. Shear Stress and Shear Strain. The impact direction
of head in the simulation is not the same as the normal
direction of engine hood surface. Therefore, the resultant
head acceleration includes not only linear acceleration but
also rotational acceleration during the impact process, which
can lead to shear effect on brain tissues. Zhang et al. suggested
that the probability of mild traumatic brain injury could be
50% when shear stress reaches 0.0078MPa, and probability
could be 80% when it exceeds 0.01MPa [25]. If shear stress
with 0.01MPa is set as the injury criteria when evaluating the
simulation results of brain tissues, it can be seen that the shear
stress is higher than 0.01MPa with an increase of 𝐺 value by
10 times as shown in Figure 6(c). This indicates that risk of
mild traumatic brain injury area is high. All the shear stresses
illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) are less than 0.01MPa
when decreasing𝐺 value by 10 times, which indicates a lower
risk of mild traumatic brain injury for brain tissues. If shear
stress with 0.0078MPa is set as injury criteria, injury risk
occurs at mesencephalic aqueduct area of ventricle with 10
times lower𝐺 value (Figure 6(a)). Obviously, the risk of brain
tissue injury increases with the increase of 𝐺 value.

Likewise, peak shear stress also increases continuously
with the increase of 𝐺 value. When the 𝐺 value is reduced by
10 times, the peak shear stress is 0.011MPa and occurs at the
dorsal pontine of brain stem.When the𝐺 value increases to 10
times, the peak shear stress reaches 0.054MPa and occurs at
the lateral parietal cortex in the impact side. Therefore, both
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Figure 6: Shear stress distribution with different 𝐺 values.

peak values andpeak areas of shear stress constantly varywith
the increase of 𝐺 value.

However, shear strain of brain tissues decreases with the
increase of𝐺 value (Figure 7), whose trend is opposite to that

of shear stress. The peak shear strain decreases from 0.20 to
0.012when the𝐺

0
value increases from4.9 kPa to 490 kPa and

𝐺
∞

value increases from 1.62 kPa to 162 kPa. Also, the peak
shear strain area occurs at temporal lobe with the 10 times
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Figure 9: Brain shear stress distribution with different 𝛽 value (coronal view).
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Figure 10: Brain shear stress distribution with different 𝛽 values (sagittal view).

decreased 𝐺 value while it happened at corpus callosum in
impact side with the 10 times increased 𝐺 value.

3.3. Intracranial Response with Different 𝛽 Values

3.3.1. Intracranial Pressure. Simulation results in Figure 8
from base, Ex 3, Ex 4, and Ex 5 experiments show that
intracranial pressure time history curves with different decay
coefficient 𝛽 values almost overlap each other, which indi-
cates that 𝛽 variation has no effect on intracranial pres-
sure. The peak coup pressures with different 𝛽 values are
0.159MPa.

3.3.2. Shear Stress and Shear Strain. According to Zhang’s
shear stress injury criteria with 0.0078MPa [25], brain shear
stress distribution with different 𝛽 values is shown in Figures
9 and 10. It can be seen that the injury risk area, especially
at the lobe of cerebrum parietal cortex, ventrolateral pons of
brain stem, and corpus callosum on impact side, decreases
with the increase of 𝛽 value.

The upper limit values of brain shear strain with different
𝛽 values were investigated in order to obtain the same high

strain area at the cerebral cortex in the impact side. In
Figure 11, it can be seen that the upper limit shear strain value
is 0.055 with 𝛽 value of 1.45 s−1 while it is 0.12 with 𝛽 value of
1450 s−1.

Though 𝛽 variation has no effect on intracranial pressure,
it really has large effect on shear stress and shear strain. The
brain injury risk is higher when the 𝛽 value is 1450 s−1.

4. Conclusions

The finite element head model of a child with detailed
anatomical structures was established based on CT images
of a 6-year-old healthy child head. According to Euro-NCAP
testing regulation, impact simulation experiments between
the child head model and engine hood were studied. The
influence of brain mechanical properties on the intracranial
response was analyzed systematically through a comprehen-
sive parametric study.

Intracranial pressure and shear stress of brain tissues
increase with the increase of bulk modulus 𝐾 while shear
strain decreases. Likewise, values of peak shear stress and
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Figure 11: Brain shear strain distribution with different 𝛽 value.

shear strain are both different with the variation of the 𝐾
values.

The effects of shear modulus 𝐺 on the variation of
intracranial pressure, shear stress, and shear strain have the
same trend as the bulk modulus𝐾.

As for decay coefficient𝛽, various𝛽 values almost have no
influence on intracranial pressure. However, the peak shear
stress decreases and shear strain increases with greater 𝛽
value.
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This study aims to evaluate the biomechanical mechanism of fixation systems in the most frequent T-shaped acetabular fracture
using finite element method. The treatment of acetabular fractures was based on extensive clinical experience. Three commonly
accepted rigid fixation methods (double column reconstruction plates (P × 2), anterior column plate combined with posterior
column screws (P + PS), and anterior column plate combined with quadrilateral area screws (P + QS)) were chosen for evaluation.
On the basis of the finite element model, the biomechanics of these fixation systems were assessed through effective stiffness levels,
stress distributions, force transfers, and displacements along the fracture lines. All three fixation systems can be used to obtain
effective functional outcomes. The third fixation system (P + QS) was the optimal method for T-shaped acetabular fracture. This
fixation system may reduce many of the risks and limitations associated with other fixation systems.

1. Introduction

Acetabular fractures are frequently associated with high-
impact trauma, particularly trauma incurred from road traffic
accidents. Pelvic fractures frequently involve injury to organs
contained within the bony pelvis because of the impact of
forces involved. Furthermore, trauma to extrapelvic organs
is common and pelvic fractures are often associated with
severe hemorrhage because of the extensive blood supply to
the region.Themortality rate of patients with pelvic fractures
is between 10% and 16%. This type of injury often causes
enormous damage to society and families.Therefore, a precise
diagnosis and a well-executed treatment plan are important
in achieving functional and durable results [1].

The displaced T-shaped fracture is complicated to man-
age and is frequently encountered (commonly from motor
vehicle accidents, cycling accidents, or fall from significant
heights). Open reduction and internal fixationwith interfrag-
mentary screws and reconstruction plates are the treatment
of choice in the displaced posterior wall and posterior
column fractures of the acetabulum [2]. Early anatomical

reduction with rigid fixation is the immediate goal of surgical
treatment. The specific problems associated with internal
fixation include the intra-articular penetration of screws or
loss of fixation [3–5], particularly because malnutrition can
result in the accelerated degradation of the articular cartilage
[6]. Anatomical reduction and stable fixation are essential for
effective and long-term clinical results [3, 5]. However, one-
fifth of patients with simple or additional complex fractures
exhibit poor results [7].

Studies on the biomechanical mechanism, practicality,
and effectiveness of internal fixation systems are rare because
of the complexity of the pelvic fracture and its fixation
systems. The finite element method (FEM) has the intrinsic
advantages of restricting individual differences without the
need for equipment and environmental variations. In biome-
chanical analysis by using the FE model, any combination
of models and any change of external loads are possible.
The analysis of the FE model can provide the local reaction
mechanism, investigate the stress-strain status in any surface
and inner regions of themodel, and avoid the restrictions and
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Figure 1: FE model of the pelvis.

deviations caused by the use of cadaver tests [8]. Therefore,
this analysis serves as a valuable supplement to clinical
observations and autopsy studies.

This study aims to create an FE model and evaluate
the biomechanical mechanism of three methods of fixation
systems for T-shaped fracture, one of the most common
fractures with complicated procedures. The biomechanics
of these fixation systems were assessed on the basis of
effective stiffness levels, stress distributions, force transfers,
and displacements along the fracture lines.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. FEM of the Pelvis. Thehospital ethics committee licensed
this study. A 3D FE model of the pelvis was created on
the basis of the computed tomography (CT) scan images
with a slice width of 0.5mm of a Chinese male (40 years
old, 175 cm tall, and 65 kg weight). The point cloud was
converted to the surface of the pelvic. Mesh division was
conducted on each part of the tissue by a combined manual
and automatic division method. Eight nodes with nonlinear
solid hexahedron elements (C3D8), with an average thickness
of 1.5mm, were offset from the cancellous bone to represent
cortical bone. The soft tissues (i.e., endplates, cartilage, and
pubic symphysis) between pelvic bone were meshed into
hexahedron elements. The bones, cartilages, and endplates
were all represented by hexahedral mesh. To make the
simulation realistic, ligaments including sacroiliac ligament
ring, sacrospinous, sacrotuberous, inguinal, superior pubic,
and arcuate pubic represented by truss elements were added
to the FE model. The main pelvic ligaments were modeled as
truss elementswith a length of 2mm. In addition, thematerial
properties of the model were assumed to be homogeneous
and isotropic. The total numbers of elements and nodes
were 102506 and 147458, respectively. Furthermore, mesh
sensitivity studies revealed that further refinement did not
significantly improve calculation accuracy. The FE model of
the pelvis is shown in Figure 1. The material properties of the
pelvis are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Fragment Model. A T-shaped fracture combines a trans-
verse component and vertical component that separates the
lower ischiopubic segment into the anterior and posterior

Table 1: The material properties of the pelvic tissues [8].

Material 𝐸 (MPa) 𝜐
Thickness
(mm)

Bones Cortical bone 17000 0.3 1.50
Cancellous bone 150 0.2

Soft tissues

End plate
(sacrum) 24 0.4 0.23

Cartilage
(sacrum) 54 0.4 3.00

Cartilage
(ilium) 54 0.4 1.00

End plate
(ilium) 24 0.4 0.36

Pubic symphysis 5 0.495

Ligamenta

Sacroiliac
ligament ring 350 0.3

Sacrospinous 29 0.3
Sacrotuberous 33 0.3

Inguinal 2.6 0.3
Superior pubic 19 0.3
Arcuate pubic 20 0.3

Fixations screws 110000 0.3
Plates 110000 0.3

columns. This fracture can be categorized as a combined
fracture. In this paper, a converging line was developed to
represent the fracture line. The converging line originated
from the anterior inferior iliac spine or groove on the upper
brim of the acetabulum and runs along the center of the
acetabulum to separate to two branches: one to the anterior
side of the acetabulumand the other reaching the inferior side
of the acetabulum. To simulate the instability of the pelvis, the
inferior ramus was also ruptured as shown in Figure 2(a).

T-shaped fractures separate the pelvis into three parts.
The upper part of the pelvis cannot be kept stable because
of the lower parts of the pelvic that serve little or even no
effect on support of the body weight. The pelvis suffers lesser
stiffness compared with the intact bone. In this case, the
properties (i.e., density and elastic modulus) of the mesh
along the converging line were weakened to one-tenth of the
normal mesh [9, 10].

2.3. Surgical Techniques. The type and nature of the acetabu-
lar fracture substantially influence the approach used [11].The
goal of the operation was to achieve an anatomical reduction
of the innominate bone and the articular surface of the
acetabulum. A prospective clinical evaluation of such cases
was conducted wherein the main surgical strategy was open
reduction and internal fixation with reconstruction plates
and screws.The outcomemeasures of the operation included
the magnitude of initial displacement, and the postoperative
values indicated the amount of reduction achieved [11]. The
fixation system could reposition the fracture component into
the original position to achieve a good therapeutic effect. A
fracture fixation device made of nitinol (NiTi) alloy is more
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Figure 2: Finite model of three fixation systems; (a) fracture model without fixation systems; (b) double column reconstruction plates (P ×
2); (c) an anterior column plate combined with posterior column screws (P + PS); (d) an anterior column plate combined with quadrilateral
area screws (P + QS).

beneficial to fracture healing; thus, the fixation systems are
made from this material [2].

2.3.1. Double Column Reconstruction Plates (P × 2). This
fixation system was the most traditional and widely used
method compared with the other two systems, particularly in
impacted and osteochondral fragments. This fixation system
consisted of two reconstruction plates and its set screws [9].
For anterior column fixation, a pelvic reconstruction plate
was used that extended from the pubic symphysis across
the rim of the pelvis spanning the anterior column defect,
ranging 10 cm to the medial wall of the ilium. Posterior col-
umn fixation was applied from the outer surface of the ilium,
next to the acetabular rim into the body of the ilium (see
Figure 2(b)). The plates had to be bent into an appropriate

shape before application to the iliac crest and were fixed
by several set screws. The interface between the plates and
bone was modeled as face-to-face contact with a frictional
coefficient of 0.1 to simulate the slide between the joint
surfaces [11]. Care was taken to avoid the intersection of the
screws when inserted to secure the plates.The reconstruction
plates were simplified as smoothed plates, excluding the
screw holes. The threads of the screws were simplified, and
the screws were simulated with 3.5mm diameter rod-like
structures.

2.3.2. An Anterior Column Plate Combined with Posterior
Column Screws (P + PS). Longer operation time, infec-
tion, greater blood loss, abductor weakness, and heterotopic
ossification should be avoided during the surgery. Thus,
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Figure 3: Stress and displacement distribution in the cortical bone of iliac bone; (a) stress distribution in the cortical bone of iliac bone; (b)
displacement distribution in the cortical bone of iliac bone.

a minimally invasive approach with one reconstruction plate
was applied for the complex fracture. The anterior column
plate (P) and its set screws were the same as the former (P ×
2) system. Furthermore, two lag screws were incorporated
from the outer surface of the quadrilateral area superior to the
arcuate line and into the ischial spine under screw fixation.
The two lag screws should be completely immersed in the iliac
bone and not through the acetabulum cartilage to avoid extra
damage to the patient (see Figure 2(c)). The lag screws were
simplified as 6.5mm diameter set screws.

2.3.3. An Anterior Column Plate Combined with Quadrilateral
Area Screws (P + QS). The position attaching the reconstruc-
tion plate in this fixation system was almost the same as the
two former (P × 2 and P + PS) systems.The quadrilateral area
screws (QS) were inserted from the outer surface along the
arcuate line into the ischial spine. The QS were fixed by the
reconstruction plates and the quadrilateral area cortical bone
where they were inserted (see Figure 2(d)). The QS were also
secured by the extrusion force generated by the interference
fit between the screws and holes. This fixation may create
a more stable effort than the former system because the
elasticitymodulus and density of the cortical bonewere larger
than the trabecular bone.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the validation
of the fixation systems of the T-shaped fracture in double-
limb stance.This stance was similar to the existing models, as
previously described by Sawaguchi et al. [12]. The model was
placed in a specific neutral position defined with iliac wings
level (coplanar in the horizontal plane). In the sagittal plane,
the proximal femoral shaft was vertical. In the sagittal plane,
the proximal femoral shaft was vertical. A value of 600N

represents that the upper body weight distributed uniformly
on the upper surface of the sacral bone. The degrees of
freedom of the end of the femur were restrained to represent
the double-limb stance.

3. Results

3.1. Validation of the Pelvic Model. The pelvic model experi-
ences a vertical force loaded on the upper surface of the sacral
bone. The von Mises stress and displacement distribution
in the iliac bone are shown in Figure 3. The present study
corroborated the findings of Anderson et al. [13] and Phillips
et al. [14]. The maximum displacement value was 2.59mm
in our paper, compared to 2.2mm in the Shi’ studies [8].
The regions of stress concentration were observed at the
superior rim of the acetabulum and on the ilium superior
to the acetabulum. The ranges of value of the von Mises
stress and displacement are similar across the studies, and the
difference is attributed to the load or boundary conditions
or the properties of the bone, such as the ignorance of the
sacrum, femur, and soft tissues (i.e., cartilage and endplate).
These findings show that the FE model developed in this
study was validated in terms of stress and displacement.

3.2. Validation of the Fixation Systems. The rigidity of five
different configurations (nonfractured model, fracture
model, and three fixation systems models), which were
obtained from simulated results, was compared with each
other (Table 2). The fracture model without fixation systems
achieves a higher maximum displacement than the other
conditions. Therefore, the effective stiffness of the fracture
model is unable to bear a large force. The max von Mises
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Figure 4: Stress distribution in the iliac bone under different conditions; (a) stress distribution in the iliac bone in the nonfractured model;
(b) stress distribution in the iliac bone in the fracture model; (c) stress distribution in the iliac bone in the first fixation system (P × 2); (d)
stress distribution in the iliac bone in the second fixation system (P + PS); (e) stress distribution in the iliac bone in the third fixation system
(P + QS).

stress is a signal of the stress concentration; that is, a larger
max stress corresponds to amore severe stress concentration.
The fracture model without fixation systems is more unstable
than other situations.Thus, thismodel suffers themost severe
stress distribution.The third fixation system (P + QS) has the
most stable condition, whereas the first fixation system (P ×
2) achieves an even stress distribution owing perhaps to the
screws inserted. The QS inserted in the cortical bone plays a
greater role in supporting the fractured bone than the other
screws immersed in the low-density trabecular bone. The
first fixation system (P × 2) constitutes a maximum number

of plates and screws for the fixation system to smoothen the
stress effectively.

The stress distributions in the iliac bone are shown in
Figure 4. In the nonfracturedmodel, the highest stress occurs
at the sacroiliac joint. The tuberculum pubicum also suffers
considerable stress fields, which are the stress distribution
type when the fracture occurred. The stress in the fracture
corner is considerably high, with the highest stress occurring
at the same place where the fracture lines run across the
limbus of the acetabulum. The highest stress was decided by
the fixation system type. The stress distributed in most parts
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Figure 5: Stress distribution in different fixation systems; (a) stress distribution in the first fixation system (P × 2); (b) stress distribution in
the second fixation system (P + PS); (c) stress distribution in the third fixation system (P + QS).

Table 2: Effective stiffness levels of the fixation systems.

Displacement
(mm)

Total
stiffness
(N/mm)

Max von
Mises stress

(MPa)
Nonfractured
model 2.590 231.66 27.9

Fracture model 2.702 222.06 64.0
P × 2 2.616 229.36 28.7
P + PS 2.645 226.84 35.2
P + QS 2.607 230.15 37.8

of the iliac bone was lower than that in the nonfractured
model. Therefore, the stress level in the fracture model
is lower than the value in the nonfractured model. The
occurrence of the fracture changed the load transfer path.
A major difference is that the load transfer from the outer

surface of the ilium is expected of the fracture model. All
these fixation systems serve good functions for the stability
of the T-shaped fracture.

The stress distribution patterns in each fixation system
under the standing stance are shown in Figure 5. The highest
stress region is noted at the middle of the screws attached to
the cancellous bone fracture line, and no stress was observed
at the end of the screws. This phenomenon can be seen in
almost all screws, in addition to lag screws. Higher stress
in the reconstruction plates was noted in the regions where
the screws were tied, particularly for the set screws. The role
of the reconstruction plate can be shown in all systems: the
plates all suffered higher stress than the iliac bone.Therefore,
the reconstruction plate was placed to keep the artificial
surface of the intact bone. The lag screws suffer the same
stress distribution in the latter two fixation systems.The stress
for the lag screws in the third fixation system (P + QS) is
larger than the values of other screws, including the PS and
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set screws. Therefore, QS served the function of keeping the
pelvic fracture in a stable situation.

The two paths were generated along the fracture line to
access the validation of the fixation systems. One path is
below the fracture line and the other above the fracture line.
The displacement along two paths was shown in Figures 6(c)
and 6(d). It shows that all conditions contain some common
displacement patterns, except for the fracture model. This
may be caused by the change in the load transfer path because
of the appearance of the fracture. The stress distributions
along the path are shown in Figures 6(e) and 6(f). The
fixation system influenced the stress level and distribution.
A conclusion can be made that all fixation systems were able
to keep the fracture into an intact bone. The difference of the
displacement along the first line (downward the fracture line)
was lower than that along the second line (upward fracture
line). This result may be due to the fact that the degrees of
femur freedomwere restrained; thus, the lower separated part
of the pelvis attached to the femur suffers a relatively small
deformation when compared with the upper separated part
of the pelvis.

4. Discussion

This study aims to simulate themechanical behavior of the T-
shaped fracture and assess the biomechanical mechanism of
the fixation systems recommended for fracture stabilization.
The biomechanical mechanism was evaluated by the effective
stiffness, stress distribution, and force transformation of the
three models.

A number of approaches have been used to predict stress
patterns in biomechanical applications, for example, exper-
imental techniques such as strain gauging and photoelastic
analysis and numerical procedures such as FEM, to obtain
comprehensive information on the pelvis biomechanical
mechanism. The versatile features of FEM analysis are its
potential for evaluating stresses/strains throughout the pelvis
for all materials concerned and for parametric analysis.
Material properties and loading and boundary conditions are
easily varied to investigate their influences. Thus, FEM has
been selected as a tool to investigate the effects of different
fixation systems on complex pelvic T-shaped fractures.

The treatment of pelvic fractures was based on extensive
clinical experience and theories that formed the procedures
and guidelines for the treatment of fractures. Considering the
geometry and structure of the pelvis, one of the most popular
systems in surgery is anterior columnfixation, which involves
the inner surface of the ilium and the superior surface of
the superior pubic ramus. The single reconstruction plate is
applicable to almost all pelvic fractures, whereas the anterior
reconstruction plate alone cannot achieve an acceptable
clinical or radiological outcome [1, 3, 15–19]. Therefore, some
other fixation systems, such as another plate or PS, were
added to reduce the risk of failure of the system.

Erkmen et al. conducted an FE analysis to estimate the
complex stress fields in the pelvic bone, fixation screws, and
plates and to evaluate the function of the fixation screws and
plates [20]. Pierannunzii et al. used double plates or iliac and
iliopubic plates to treat the fracture in both columns. They

claimed that these two systems were suitable approaches for
fractures. They also reported that the fundamental elements
of pathoanatomy and radiology would influence treatment
planning and surgical intervention [18]. Sawaguchi et al. con-
ducted cadaveric experiments to compare the differences of
two fixation systems; they found that the reconstruction plate,
which is readily contoured to the intricate periacetabular
bony structure, showed no significant difference in rigidity
compared with the other apparently more rigid plates [12].
Boccaccio et al. recommended the use of buttress plates with
screws for the posterior wall fracture, particularly in younger
patients [9]. All of these studies showed that reconstruction
plates with interfragmentary or lag screws were the choice for
the treatment of displaced pelvic fractures.

The bone in the quadrilateral area is very thin and
presents an almost all cortical bone feature. The bone is
also proximal to the joint. This particular bone has a high
incidence of all types of pelvic fracture. Traditional clinical
operations address these fractures without involving the bone
in the quadrilateral area to prevent introducing unnecessary
risks, whereas extensive clinical experience suggests that
the fixation system involved in this area can provide great
function outcomes [21].Maintaining the stability of the pelvic
bone is important and depends on the blocking effect of
the acetabular bone [22]. The blocking effect of the cortical
bone was larger than the value of the cancellous bone. Thus,
the screws inserted in the quadrilateral area render the bone
more stable than the procedure wherein the screws were
immersed in the bone.

The stress and displacement distributions changed when
the fracture occurred. The stress level in most parts of the
iliac bone in the fracture models were lower than that in the
nonfractured model. The stress levels increased significantly
in all of the positioned plates attached or screws inserted.
Therefore, fixation systems can increase the stiffness of the
entire pelvis. The function of the fixations can be explained
from the stress distribution pattern: higher stress in the
fixation system component corresponds to the greater role
played by this component.Themaximum stress was observed
in the reconstruction plate or the QS; thus, the plate and
QS played a dominant role in keeping the stability of the
fracture model. The stress level in the fixed screws was
lower than in the PS and QS perhaps because the lag screws
(PS and QS) penetrated through the fracture line, which fit
closely to the irregular surfaces to overcome the resistance
generated by shear and torsion.Therefore, the reconstruction
plates combined with the lag screws can produce excellent
functional outcomes for complex pelvic fractures [21].

Compared with the other two fixation systems (P × 2
and P + PS), the third fixation system (P + QS) can increase
the total stiffness and decrease the maximum displacement.
This fixation system can transfer more body weight from the
upper separated part to the downward separated part through
the plate than the other two systems. These findings may be
explained by the fact that the elastic modulus of the fixation
systemwas considerably greater than that on the cortical bone
(110GPa versus 17GPa). Therefore, this fixation (P + QS) is
the optimization method for T-shaped fracture in terms of
the total pelvic stiffness, stress distribution, and screws role.
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Figure 6: Magnitude of displacement and stress distribution along two paths; (a) the path below the fracture line; (b) the path above the
fracture line; (c) magnitude of displacement along the first path; (d) magnitude of displacement along the second path; (e) stress the along
first path; (f) stress along the second path.
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The results in this paper were based on the FE model.
A few points should be noted. First, the geometry and
structure of the pelvis was complex.The pelvis includedmany
sharp corners and small clearance spaces, which cannot be
simulated in the FE model. Previous studies have shown that
the total pelvic mechanism was insensitive to these detailed
features [13]. Furthermore, truss element type with elastic
modulus rather than nonlinear characteristics was used to
simulate the pelvic ligaments. The elastic approximation is
accurate enough for a comparative study of the stability of
the pelvis [23]. Second, the T-shaped fracture line changed
stochastically, thus making it impossible to find a universal
fixation system for this fracture [21]. Moreover, the validation
of the surgery depended on many factors such as operative
time, estimated blood loss, fluid replacement, blood product
replacement, occurrence of intraoperative complications, and
recovering after operation. The practicality of the fixation
systems, including the intra-articular penetration of screws,
the buckling of the reconstruction plates, and loss of fixation
systems, deserves our major attention. Therefore, further
basic research on the assessment of pelvic injury should be
conducted in the future to reach a precise conclusion.

5. Conclusion

This study aims to assess the biomechanical mechanism of
the fixation systems for T-shaped fracture. Three fixation
systems selected in this study are powerful on increasing
the approximate biomechanical stability. The third fixation
system (P + QS) is the optimal method for T-shaped fracture
in terms of total pelvic stiffness, stress distribution, and screw
function. Furthermore, this fixation system entails a short
operation time, minor cuts, and low possibility of infection
during the surgery. Further clinical studies are needed to
validate the observations of the current FE study.
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The objective of this study is to analyze the biomechanical effects of sinuses in the skull on the facial impact response. Two models
were built, where one had sinuses and the other had none. The models were verified using cadaver test data, including impacts to
frontal bone, zygomatic bone, and maxillae. In the maxilla and zygoma impact, sinuses were found to have no significant effect
on the global distribution of stress or stiffness of facial bones, and the influence was limited in local area. In forehead impact, the
sinuses significantly affected the distribution of stress and strain in the skull due to its location in facial bones. The result shows
that if the sinus is far away from the location of impact, its effect on the overall response of skull could be ignored. In addition, the
distance between the region of interest and sinuses is another important parameter when studying the local effect of sinuses.

1. Introduction

Facial injuries caused by impact to facial areas are considered
as a serious public health problem in both developed and
developing countries [1–4]. Road traffic accidents are among
the main causes of facial injuries [1, 5, 6] and can lead
to disability and death. Facial injuries are often associated
with dysfunction, facial bones fracture, and psychological
problems [1].Many investigations have been conducted using
cadaver heads and physical head models to research the
facial impact and facial bones injuries. In a study by Allsop
et al. [7], the facial response of Hybrid III dummy and
human cadaver was investigated by forehead, zygoma, and
maxilla impact. The force-displacement curves of human
cadaverwere drawn.Nyquist et al. [8] conducted nasal impact
experiments on eleven cadavers at Wayne State University.
Fractures of the nasal bones were observed in all tests,
and in some tests more extensive fractures were found,
including one or more fractures of the maxilla, zygoma,
and sphenoid bone. Cormier and Manoogian [9] conducted
another cadaveric study to evaluate the response of cadaver
subjects to blunt impacts to the frontal bone, nasal bone,

and maxilla. The stiffness, fracture characteristics, material
properties, and some structures of the face bone were investi-
gated [7–16]. These experiments, together with development
of computational techniques, have subsequently led to the
development of numerical head models, especially finite
element (FE) models, to allow more in-depth biomechanical
studies [17]. Hardy and Marcal [18] and Nickell and Marcal
[19] made the first attempts to build the FE model. However,
only the skull was modeled [20]. After that, many detailed FE
models with high biofidelity were built [17, 21–25]. With the
finite elementmodels, the distributions of the pressure, stress,
and strain could be examined in the process of collision.

In recent years, the computational models of the head
have been further developed in terms of scale and biofidelity.
Zhang and Yang [23] developed a new version of the Wayne
State University brain injury model to simulate the direct and
indirect impacts, and the skull bone was modeled as a three-
layer structure and assigned different materials, which was
similar with the real skull bone. The cadaver tests of Allsop
et al. [7] and Nyquist et al. [8] were simulated using this
model. It can be seen that the model was of high biofidelity
and could be used to predict the injury.
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Although the biofidelity of themodels has been improved,
there are still some problems that should be paid attention
to, such as the effect of sinuses on responses under facial
impact. In anatomy, the sinus in bone is a cavity and the
inner table of the sinus is cortical bone [26]. Most of the
sinuses are found in the bones of the face and connecting
with the nasal cavities. The response of the facial impact
depends on the main structure of the face bone. However,
there is little information in literature about the sinuses effect
on the outcomes of facial impacts or the head injuries. A high-
quality, extensively validated FE head model was developed
by Mao et al. [17], and it was partially validated with 35
experimental cases, including facial impact. In thismodel, the
sinuses are included, but they are developed from the CAD
dataset and the geometries of the sinuses are simplified. In
addition, Mao et al. did not further discuss the effect of sinus
in modeling study. In some literature [27, 28], the idea of
frontal sinuses as “shock absorbers” was raised and repeated
and even used. As a result, the strain, stress, and other injury
parameters would probably be influenced. Despite this, the
idea of the sinus as protective structures remains completely
untested [26]. It is also suggested that the bone with sinuses
would be more deformable than the bones without sinus
[28]. Even Roux considered that the areas of sinuses are not
necessary for mechanical support [29].

The aim of the current study was to quantify the influence
of sinuses on the dynamic response in 3D FE head models.
In this paper, the skull model with sinuses was built based on
the computed tomography (CT).The brain and other compo-
nents were built according to the mesh of skull face.The skull
biofidelity was ensured while the brain and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) were simplified because the skull response in
impact was the focus of our study. A new comparative model
was constructed based on the model with sinuses by filling
up the cavities of sinuses and deleting the inner cortical layer
of sinuses. The models were validated against Allsop’s facial
impact experiments, respectively [7], including the forehead,
zygoma, and maxilla impact. The comparison and analysis of
these two models were conducted in order to investigate the
influence of the sinuses on the facial impact.

2. Methods

2.1. Model Description

2.1.1. The Geometry Model. In this present study, geometrical
information of the human skull was obtained from axial
images of 50th healthy Chinese male with a pixel size of
0.342mm and slice thickness of 1.0mm, collected from CT
scan data. These medical images were imported into Mimics
v10.01 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) for reconstruction of
human skull without soft tissue. After the basic structure
has been built, the geometries were imported into Geomagic
Studio 12 (Geomagic, Morrisville, NC) for revising and
building the surface. The geometry model was just the skull
without other components, such as skin, brain, or muscle.

During reconstructing the model, the skull geometry was
built in detail. During dealing with the outer contours, some
simplification is taken so the FE model could be constructed

well. There were some parts still unclear just basing on the
CT data so that the atlas of human anatomy was referred
to. For the eye sockets, there are two fissures in each socket,
the fissura orbitalis inferior and fissura orbitalis superior
(Figure 1(a)). These structures were included in two models
to keep the result accurate.

In order to study the sinuses effect, the accuracy of biofidel-
ity was ensured, especially the sinuses. In this present paper,
we concentrated on three kinds of sinus: frontal sinuses,
maxillary sinuses, and sphenoid sinuses (Figure 1(b)). Efforts
were made to model the interior and external shapes of the
skull, such as the sulcus sinus petrosi superioris and the ala
major (Figures 1(c) and 1(d)). Those would affect the transfer
of the force during impacting.

2.1.2. The FE Model. A semiautomatic meshing technique
was employed in HyperMesh v11.0 (Altair HyperWorks, Troy,
MI, USA). The total model consisted of a total of over 24900
nodes and 113600 elements, with a mass of 4.27 kg, including
the scalp, skull, brain, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). The
skull consisted of three layers, outer table, diploe, and inner
table.

The architecture of the skull resembles a sandwich struc-
ture containing cancellous and cortical layers.The cancellous
layer of the bone is generally thicker than the inner and outer
tables of the skull. Thus, the inner and outer layers were
defined as the shell elements with a thickness of 1mm while
the cancellous bone was modeled as solid elements which
could present the varying thickness of the skull at different
regions. The inner table of the sinuses was defined as shell
elements with thickness of 1mm, too.

Theother componentsweremodeled using tetra elements
directly based on the elements of inner and outer face of the
skull, including brain, CSF, and skin. In current study the
structure of the brain was very simple and was not separated
into cerebellum, corpus callosum, and other components,
because the response of the facial bones was the focus of this
study.

2.2. Material Properties. In the present study, the cancellous
bone of facial and skull bones was defined as one component
and the material was the same. The cancellous bone meshes
were tetrahedral and the cortical bone meshes were trilateral.

An elastic-plastic material model was used for cortical
and cancellous bone of the head. Element deletion available
in the LS-DYNA material was introduced into this model to
predict bony fracture [7]. The failure criterion of ultimate
strain was used. This option removes any element with a
strain that exceeds a preset ultimate strain magnitude in each
time step. A Young’s modulus of 4500MPa was assumed for
the cancellous bone, and the value used for cancellous bone
was in the range found in the published literature [21]. A
Young’s modulus of 15GPa was used for the cortical bone.
Zhang and Yang [23] had cited that when using the Young’s
modulus of over 10GPa, the stiffness is very high and one
possible reason is that the human structure was not explicitly
implemented. That was one of the reasons that we built the
model with high fidelity. The material of face was the same as
the material of cortical bone.
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Figure 1: The geometry of the skull model. The anterior aspect (a), the location of sinuses (b), and the internal and external surface of the
base of the skull geometry model (c, d).

Table 1: Mechanical properties of materials.

Component Property Density
(kg/m3)

𝐸

(MPa)
𝐾

(MPa)
Poisson’s

ratio
𝐺
0

(kPa)
𝐺
∞

(kPa)
𝛽

(s−1)
CSF Viscoelastic 1040 — 2190 — 0.5 0.1 80
Brain Viscoelastic 1060 — 2190 — 6 1.2 80
Skin Elastic 1100 16.7 — 0.42 — — —
Cortical bone
(shell) Elastic plasticity 2100 15000 — 0.25 — — —

Cancellous bone
(solid) Elastic plasticity 1000 4500 — 0.30 — — —

Aluminum Rigid 2700 70000 — 0.33 — — —

The material properties selected for the total head mate-
rials are listed (Table 1). There were two models in this study,
and themodelwithout sinuses (MWOS)was developed based
on the model with sinuses (MWS) (Figure 2).They are all the
same except the sinuses.

2.3. Experimental Data for Model Validation. Allsop et al. [7]
conducted a series of facial impact experiments on fifteen

cadavers and Hybrid III dummy to study the response of
the skull and zygomatic and maxillary bones. The heads of
cadavers, aged from 39 to 84, were fixed, facing upward. A
14.5 kg semicircular shaped aluminum rod impactor dropped
from the height of 460 to 915mm onto the frontal bone
area and from 305 to 610mm onto the zygomatic and max-
illary regions. For the frontal bone impact, the longitudinal
axis of the bar was set to impact the head approximately
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Figure 2: An overview of the baseline model with sinuses.

20mmabove the supraorbital ridge. Zygomatic andmaxillary
impacts were performed at 10mm below the suborbital ridge
and 10mm below the anterior nasal spine, respectively. The
force-displacement curves and the cadaver facial stiffness
curves were drawn.When compared with the cadaver results,
the Hybrid III dummy face was several times stiffer in the
midface region and should be redesigned. In current simu-
lations, the impactor was the same with Allsop’s experiments
[7]. The velocities of impact were calculated from dropping
height. When impacting the forehead and zygomatic and
maxillary areas, the impactor was given initial velocities of
3.5m/s, 2.7m/s, and 2.7m/s, respectively.

3. Result

3.1. Facial Impact Data Validation on Models. Figure 3 shows
the simulation setup of the model for the facial impact tests
conducted by Allsop et al. [7]. The velocity for each cadaver
test was not reported and the average velocity calculated
from dropping height was 3.5m/s, 2.7m/s, and 2.7m/s,
respectively. To validate the model due to forehead and
zygomatic and maxillary impacts, the force-displacement
response of the model was calculated.

Figure 4 shows the results of a forehead impact simulation
plotted against cadaver test data by Allsop et al. [7]. As
depicted in the figure, the peak force and stiffness before
fracture fell well within the range of the test results, but the
fracture was bigger than the hairline fracture observed in
Allsop’s tests [7].The contact force in simulation reduced after
fracture, which was different with cadaver tests. The MWS
andMWOS were consistent before the displacement reached
0.5 cm, and it was after that point that the fracture hap-
pened. However, when the fracture occurred (displacement
over 0.5 cm), the force-displacement histories were different
between two models. The contact force of MWOS decreased
more quickly while that of MWS was stable for a while.

Figure 5 is a comparison of force-displacement history for
zygoma impact. Model predictions agreed well with the test

Figure 3: An oblique view of the forehead, zygoma, and maxilla
impact location in simulations.The soft tissues of head are removed
in this figure.

data and the stiffness for each model was acceptable. Also
there was no obvious distinction between these two models.
However, the stiffness had an increase after 0.7 cm. Also, the
peak value was higher than the test, which is most likely duo
to the material and structure of nasal bone. The MWS and
MWOS peak values are 3320N and 3300N, respectively. The
peak force reduction in the model with sinuses compared to
the model without sinuses was 0.6%. Since fracture patterns
were not reported in Allsop’s study [7], the fractures in this
simulation were not investigated.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of force versus displacement
for maxilla bone impact. These two models were nearly the
same. The stiffness of the head model matched the tests, but
the peak contact force was much higher than the average
force of cadaver tests. The fracture happened when the force
reached 3500N. The skin part was reflected by a relatively
flat portion for about five millimeters followed by a change
in slope indicating increasing stiffness.
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Figure 6: Comparison of force-displacement for the maxilla impact
between experimental measurements (Allsop et al.) and model
predictions.

3.2. Comparison of Maximum Principal Stress. Besides the
force-displacement histories, the stress in the same direction
during impacting was compared between these two models.
In order to show the influence of the sinuses to the total
head, two elements in each impact were chosen. Element A
is near the sinuses and located in the front of the brain, while
element B is far from sinuses and located in the center of the
brain. The location of elements was showed in Figure 7 and
the comparison of peak value was listed in Table 2.

The history of maximum principal stress of two elements
in different model for forehead impact is shown in Figure 8.
The curvilinear trend of two elements is similar. However,
the peak of negative stress of element A in MWOS reached
−1.14MPa, while inMWS the peak value was only−0.70MPa,
with a magnitude reduction of 38%. In the middle of the
brain, the peak value of negative stress was about −0.6MPa,
nomatterMWSorMWOS. It is obvious that the sinusesmade
a difference, and the influence was great in the front of the
brain. In the middle of the brain, the difference was reduced,
and the peak value in MWS was lower than that in MWOS
only by a reduction of 10%. The positive stress only appeared
in the middle of the brain, and the MWS experienced 17%
increment, compared with MWOS. Therefore, the results of
MWS and MWOS were palpably different because of the
sinuses in forehead impact.

The contours of stress in forehead impact were compared
between two models (Figure 9). There was some little area
with high stress in brain of MWOS at the time of 2ms. At
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Table 2: The comparison of stress (MPa) between models.

Element A Element B
Upper peaks (MPa) Lower peaks (MPa) Upper peaks (MPa) Lower peaks (MPa)

Frontal
MWOS — −1.14 0.34 −0.63

MWS — −0.70 0.40 −0.57

Change — −38% +17% −10%

Zygoma
MWOS 0.20 −0.15 — −0.17

MWS 0.20 −0.16 — −0.17

Change 0 +7% — 0

Maxilla
MWOS — −1.33 — −3.08

MWS — −1.43 — −3.04

Change — +7% — −1%

Element AElement B

Figure 7: The location of elements A and B.

the time of 2.2ms, there was a local area with high stress
behind the impact location in MWOS, while there was not in
MWS. At the same time, the fracture happened in two mod-
els.The stress distribution came to be similar quickly after the
fracture, which was agreed with the stress-time history.

In zygoma and maxilla impacts, the peaks of the stress
(Figures 10 and 11) were similar between MWS and MWOS,
no matter in the middle or the front of the brain. It could be
seen that the curves were nearly the same in entire process. It
is probably because the sinuses were far from the impacting
position, unlike the forehead impact.There was only negative
stress in maxilla impact. In the frontal of the brain, the stress
of MWS increased by 7%. In the middle brain, the stress
was more than −3.00MPa in two models, but the reduction
was only 1%. In the zygoma impact, the stress was very
similar, and the reduction was below 7%. Also, the difference
was magnified by the percentage due to the small base. The
distributionwas nearly the same in the contours of stress, too.
Therefore, in zygoma and maxilla impacts, the sinuses did
not make obvious difference in terms of intracranial stress.
In addition, the conclusion could be drawn that the reduction
in front of the brain was bigger than that in the middle. The
details of the stress were listed in Table 2.

3.3. Comparison of Effective Strain. Besides the stress, the
middle surface effective strain of element in two models
was compared, too (Table 3). Figure 10 is the stress-time
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Table 3: The comparison of middle surface effective strain between
models.

Element A Element B

Frontal
MWOS 0.75 0.40
MWS 0.56 0.36
Change −34% −11%

Zygoma
MWOS 0.173 0.116
MWS 0.167 0.119
Change −4% +3%

Maxilla
MWOS 0.8 2.10
MWS 0.9 2.05
Change +11% −2%

history in forehead impact. The strain of element A in two
models reached the peak of 0.75 and 0.56 at the time of 2ms
when the fracture just happened. The strain of A in MWOS
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Figure 9: The stress distribution in two models at the time of 2ms, 2.2ms, and 2.4ms in forehead impact. Column (a) is fromMWS and (b)
is fromMWOS.
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was higher than that in MWS by 34%. In element B, the
difference between two models was much smaller, and the
strain in MWOS was a little higher than that in MWS by 11%
(Figure 12). From the aspect of strain, the effect of the sinuses
in strain was similar to that in stress in forehead impact.

In zygoma and maxilla impacts (Figures 13 and 14), the
influence of sinuses in strain agreed well with that in stress,
too. In particular, in maxilla impact, the trend of strain was
similar with that of stress. The peak strain of A reached 0.8
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Figure 12: The strain-time history of elements in two models in
forehead impact.
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in MWOS, while it reached 0.9 in MWS, with an increase of
11%. The peak strain in B was similar by a reduction of 2%.
In zygoma impact, the difference between two models was
very small and the difference in percentage was 4% and 3%,
respectively.
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4. Discussion

The two models were validated against three cases of impact
by Allsop et al. [7]. In general, the models were able to
predict the response of facial impact.The force-displacement
histories showed that the stiffness of the model face was
similar to cadaver tests. However, in forehead impact, the
fracture of simulation was bigger than that of cadaver tests,
and it properly was the reason why the contact force after
fracture in simulation was different with that in cadaver tests.

In zygoma impact, the change of stiffness after 0.7 cm is
probably due to the structure of the nasal bone. Cormier and
Manoogian [9] also pointed out that the toe region of the
response varied significantly because of the variation in nasal
geometry.The length of the nasal bone in impacting direction
would influence the depth at which the impactor would
interact with the nasal bone after initial contact with the nose.
The peak forces are higher than cadaver tests.The higher peak
force was likely due to the thickness and the material of the
facial bones. The material of the facial bones and skull was
the same in this paper. We had changed the facial material
into another soft one, and the elastic modulus was 5000MPa.
However, the stiffness is out of acceptable range and large
deformation occurred at the facial bones during forehead,
maxilla, and zygoma impacts, but the peak force in maxilla
impact reduced to 2250N. It showed that the material of
maxilla was softer than the material of frontal bones and
the parameter of element failure criterion probably should be
changed.We will solve the problem in next hexahedronmesh
model.

The current study indicates that the influence of the
sinuses in the forehead impact is more significant, while in
the zygoma and maxilla impacts the influence is minimal.

In forehead impact, the stiffness of two models was the
same before the fracture; the force-displacement histories
were the same, too. The sinus should be considered as
one entity and transmit the force straightly at this period.
However, it made the distribution different. Once the fracture
happened, or the sinuses were broken, the situation differed
more. At the beginning, the structure of sinuses was com-
pleted and the force could transmit in similar way. While
the sinus was broken down or the fracture happened, the
structure was changed and transmission of force changed,
too. However, the cavity cannot transmit or absorb much
energy and then more deformation appeared. This is the
reason why the contact force-time history in MWS did not
reduce immediately but the stresswas smaller.The conclusion
can be drawn from the stress-time and strain time history in
forehead impact, too. The stress and train reached the peak
at the same time which was about 2ms. However, the stress
and strain of element A in MWOS were higher by about 35%
than that inMWS, while the difference in element B was very
little. It was also obvious in the contours of stress that sinuses
made the difference in local area, but the stress was similar in
other areas in twomodels.The results showed that the sinuses
make a significant difference in local area, no matter in stress
or strain.The influence was sharply decreased in the location
far from the sinus.

In zygoma and maxilla impacts, global reactions of two
models were the same, and the reason was that the sinuses
were too far from the impact location. In other words, the
sinuses did not make the global effect, except in the local
area around the sinuses. In addition, the effect was limited
and was like that in forehead impact. When the impactor
hit the bone, the force could transmit without the effect of
sinuses. It was different with forehead impact, in which the
structure was broken at the beginning of the fracture and, as a
result, the force and energy were changed at once. In zygoma
and maxilla impacts, the sinuses did not change the global
situation, while in forehead impact the sinus did. The sinuses
did not influence the stiffness of the facial bones or the global
stress or strain distribution, and the weak effect was limited
in local area around the sinuses.

It was obvious that the difference in element A is bigger
than that in element B in all impacts, which means the effect
of sinuses diminished following the distance increasing. If
the sinus worked, the difference in the area around it was
most apparent. Based on the comparison of two models,
the conclusion can be drawn that the distance between the
sinuses and the position of impact was the key whether the
sinuses would make a significant effect on the response of
facial impact. When the sinuses are far from the location of
impact, the global influence of sinuses can be ignored, or
otherwise sinuses would make some difference.

5. Conclusion and Limitation

In summary, a new 3D finite element model with sinuses and
anatomy structure has been developed. The model has been
validated against tests of facial impact. The result correlated
well with forehead impact, zygomatic impact, and maxillary
impact.
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More importantly, the effect of sinuseswas investigated by
comparing two models. The results showed that the sinuses
had no global effect in zygomatic impact and maxillary
impact. In forehead impact, the global effect of the sinus was
limited. In all impacts, the sinus would make a difference in
local area. However, the difference is significant in forehead
impact, while the differences are smaller in zygoma and
maxilla impacts.

When the impact location is near the sinus, such as
forehead impact in this paper, the sinuses would make a
global influence and a significant influence in local area. If the
location of impact is far from the sinuses, the global influence
is very small and can be ignored, and the local effect depends
on the distance between the sinus and location of impact.

However, the sinus ethmoidales was not far from the
impact location. It is a porous structure and the number of
cellulases in it differs from person to person. In common,
there were 3 to 18 cellulases in one sinus ethmoidales. In
current study, the sinus ethmoidales was not included, which
probably would affect the fracture position. A more accurate
FE model may help to study the issue in more detail.
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The objective of this study is to investigate the influence of gyri and sulci on the response of human head under transient loading.
To this end, two detailed parasagittal slice models with and without gyri and sulci have been developed. The models comprised
not only cerebrum and skull but also cerebellum, brain stem, CSF, and corpus callosum. In addition, white and gray matters were
separated. The material properties were adopted from the literature and assigned to different parts of the models. Nahum’s and
Trosseille’s experiments reported in relevant literature were simulated and the simulation results were compared with the test data.
The results show that there is no evident difference in terms of intracranial pressure between the models with and without gyri
and sulci under simulated conditions. The equivalent stress below gyri and sulci in the model with gyri and sulci is slightly higher
than that in the counterpart model without gyri and sulci. The maximum principle strain in brain tissue is lower in the model with
gyri and sulci. The stress and strain distributions are changed due to the existence of gyri and sulci. These findings highlight the
necessity to include gyri and sulci in the finite element head modeling.

1. Introduction

Brain injury is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality
in road accidents and brings a lot of social and economic
problems. In the United States, about 200,000 cases of
traumatic brain injury occur each year, and up to 90 to 10
billion dollars are spent for treatment [1]. In Europe, the
incidence rate and mortality rate are about 235 and 15.4 per
100,000 of the population each year, respectively [2]. Similar
rates have been shown in France and China [3, 4]. Due to
the large amount of traffic injuries with head trauma, it is
crucial to investigate the mechanisms of such injury in detail
for better treatment. Generally, there are three approaches
for injury studies, namely, physical tests, analytical modeling,
and numerical simulations. Due to the low cost and high
accuracy, numerical simulations have been widely accepted
as the best way and partial alternative to the physical tests.
With the help of numerical models, typically finite element
(FE) model, biomechanical responses, such as intracranial
pressure, stress, and strain of brain tissues, can be calculated,
and the mechanism of the head traumatic brain injury can be
further studied.

In spite of a three-dimensional structure of human head,
two-dimensionalmodels also can be used to study the human
injury mechanisms and make an effective assessment on
brain injury. In the last few decades, various finite element
models for investigating head dynamic response to transient
loading have been reported [5–11], and some of them are two-
dimensional head models [5–7, 11]. However, gyri and sulci
were usually ignored or roughly described and represented
by a homogeneous geometry in these models. Gyri and sulci
are formed due to the convolution of the cerebral cortex
and cover the surface of the brain, which create a complex
neuron network [12, 13].Therefore, it is necessary to study the
influence of gyri and sulci in head impact.

In recent studies there were also numerous efforts to
investigate the influence of gyri and sulci. Bradshaw and
Morfey [14] developed two-dimensional models with and
without sulci to investigate the influence of the sulci on gross
cerebrum motion. The results showed that the sulci had no
significant effect on the displacements between skull and
brain.

Cloots et al. [15] made a comparison between local parts
of the cortex with different sulci geometrical profiles and
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a homogenous part without gyri and sulci. Two loading
conditions were simulated, which resulted in different equiv-
alent stress fields. The predicted stresses based on different
geometries were also different. It was suggested that gyri and
sulci should be considered in finite element models to make
more accurate injury assessments.

Lauret et al. [16] measured strain fields with high resolu-
tion in the sagittal sections of brain tissue with the sulci and
simulated the brain response at translational accelerations.
Slices were obtained from fresh porcine brain tissue, and
higher von Mises strains were found between sulci.

Ho and Kleiven [17] compared the strains using two
models with and without sulci under impact simulations. It
was indicated that the strain distribution in the brain tissue
was altered due to sulci, which should be included in future
FEmodels. However, it was not shownwhether gyri and sulci
had the same influence on intracranial pressure and stress
under different impact conditions.

Although the aforementioned studies provided encour-
aging results for investigating the influence of gyri and sulci
on head injuries, only strain or stress in a single simulated
condition was observed and compared. The effect of gyri
and sulci on intracranial pressure was not comprehensively
investigated under different loading conditions in previous
literatures. In addition, the characteristics of the gyri and sulci
in previous models were not clearly described in detail.

In this paper, the dynamic response of parasagittal plane
under transient loading was investigated. Two parasagittal
slice finite element models with and without gyri and sulci
of a parasagittal slice of a human head have been developed
and then were validated using the experiment data in Nahum
et al. [24] and Trosseille et al. [25]. Loading conditions were
consistent with the physical tests and material parameters
were based on the published literatures.

2. Methods

2.1.Model Description. Thegeometry data of the human skull
and brain in this study was obtained from an MRI scanning
of a 170 cm tall healthy Chinese male from First Hospital of
Jilin University. The MRI resolution was 256 by 256 pixels
with pixel size of 0.997mm. A parasagittal MRI image with
an offset of 2mm from midsagittal plane was selected as
shown in Figure 1(a), and the selected parasagittal plane could
represent detailed brain features more completely and clearly.
The boundary characteristics of brainwith gyri and sulci were
described in CATIA V5 software based on the chosen MRI
data, and the boundary lines of gyri and sulci were depicted
according to the gray value boundary of MRI data. Then
smoothing the boundary characteristics of the brain of the
modelwith gyri and sulci got themodelwithout gyri and sulci
as shown in Figure 1(b)((A) and (B)). The model geometry
data were imported into Hypermesh v11.0 and converted
into FE mesh, so two two-dimensional models were built as
shown in Figure 2(a) ((A) and (B), namely, one with gyri
and sulci and the other without). The average mesh size
was 2mm. Two slice models were extruded from the two-
dimensional models in 𝑦 direction, respectively. Each slice
model included five parts as shown in Figure 2(b)((A), (B),

(C), (D) or (E), (F)). Part (A) was the main structure of the
model, representing the parasagittal section of the head, and
a thickness of 2mm was assigned. Part (B) to Parts (D) and
(E) were the support structures of Part (A), giving the same
condition and location as the parasagittal section in thewhole
humanhead.A thickness gradient of 2mm, 6mm, and 10mm
was assigned from Part (B) to Parts (D) and (E), respectively.
Part (F) depicted skull structure, and a thickness of 7mm
was assigned. The thickness of Part (A) was a thin layer,
denoting the parasagittal section. The thickness of Part (B)
has similar size of Part (A) to avoid stress concentration in the
simulation, and a thickness gradient was assigned from Part
(B) to Parts (D) and (E) in order to reduce element numbers
of the whole model. The thickness of (F) was assigned
according to the average skull thickness of actual head. The
whole model mass reached human head average mass, that
is, 4.75 kg [23]. It should be noted that, in Figure 2(b), Part
(A) was not located in the center of the model because the
slice was selected in the parasagittal position, rather than
midsagittal plane. This caused the different layers of Part (D)
and Part (E). The outermost layer of the model was solid
which indicated skull structure. The constant stress solid
element with one integration point was employed for all of
the parts and the average element size was 2mm. The slice
model with gyri and sulci (Model 1) consisted of 239,169
nodes and 236,940 elements, and the model without gyri
and sulci (Model 2) consisted of 139,629 nodes and 137,220
elements. Bothmodels consisted of skull, CSF layer, and brain
which further included cerebellum, brain stem, and corpus
callosum. Gray matter and white matter were separated.

2.2. Material Properties. A large amount of brain tissue
material properties has been reported in the literatures [20,
26]. As suggested in most of the publications, the brain tissue
was modeled with viscoelastic behavior. The shear modulus
of the viscoelastic brain 𝐺(𝑡) has been given in the following
expression:

𝐺 (𝑡) = 𝐺
∞
+ (𝐺0 −𝐺∞) 𝑒

−𝛽𝑡

, (1)

where 𝐺0 is the short term shear modulus, 𝐺
∞

is the long
term shearmodulus, and𝛽 is the decay factor.The graymatter
was defined with a short term shear modulus of 10 kPa and
a long term shear modulus of 2 kPa. The white matter was
assumed to be 25% stiffer than the gray matter to account for
their fibrous structure [23]. CSFwasmodeled as a viscoelastic
solid that was assumed to be 10 times softer than the cerebral
gray matter [20]. The material properties assigned to white
matter were used in the corpus callosum.The brain stem was
modeled with a short term shear modulus of 22.5 kPa and a
long term shearmodulus of 2.5 kPa.The skull wasmodeled as
an elastic solid. Young’s modulus (𝐸), Poisson’s ratio (𝜐), and
density (𝜌) for the skull were 15GPa, 0.20, and 2,070 kg/m3,
respectively. The values of the material constants are listed in
Table 1.

2.3. Interface Conditions. In the head finite element model,
how to model boundary conditions at the interfaces between
different components in the head is critical. The models
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Figure 1: (a) The chosen slice position and parasagittal MRI data. (b) The extracted geometric profile of the chosen parasagittal MRI data
using CATIA. (A) The geometric profile with gyri and sulci. (B) The geometric profile without gyri and sulci.

Table 1: Material definition of model components.
(a)

Part Material law 𝜌 (kg/m3) 𝐾 (MPa) 𝐺
0
(kPa) 𝐺

∞
(kPa) 𝛽 (s−1) References

White matter Viscoelastic 1140 2190 12.5 2.5 80 [18, 19]
Gray matter Viscoelastic 1140 2190 10 2.0 80 [18, 19]
Corpus
callosum Viscoelastic 1140 2190 12.5 2.5 80 [18, 19]

Brain stem Viscoelastic 1140 2190 22.5 4.5 80 [18–20]
CSF Viscoelastic 1040 1050 1.0 0.9 80 [18–20]

(b)

Part Material law 𝜌 (kg/m3) 𝐸 (MPa) Poisson’s ratio References
Skull Elastic 2070 15000 0.2 [19, 21]
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Figure 2: The development process of the models with and without gyri and sulci. (a) (A): the 2D model with gyri and sulci; (B): the 2D
model without gyri and sulci. (b) Part (A) is extruded based on the 2D model with the thickness of 2mm. The thickness of each layer from
Part (B) to Parts (D) and (E) is 2mm, 6mm, and 10mm, respectively, which aims to give Part (A) a support and avoid stress concentration
in the simulation. Due to the support function to Part (A), a thickness gradient is selected in Part (B) to Parts (D) and (E). The thickness of
Part (F) is 7mm in order to depict the skull structure.

were built with sharing nodes between brain and CSF. Such
constraint could prevent the formation of a gap between the
CSF and cerebrum. This boundary condition is consistent
with the models in the literature [9, 27–29], where the CSF
has beenmodeled with a low stiffness and low shear modulus
material to allow relative motion between the skull and
the brain during head impact. The interfaces between other
components in the head have been also implemented with
node connection [18]. A surface-to-surface contact was set
between the skull and the impactor, and a friction coefficient
of 0.2 was used.

2.4. Element Size. In this paper, the element size of 2mm
was selected to mesh the slice models which can depict
gyri and sulci and other brain features clearly. More detailed
discussion of the influence of element size on simulation
results was elaborated in the Discussion.

2.5. Impact Simulations. The analysis was performed with an
explicit finite element code LS-Dyna (LSTC, 2006) that is
commonly used for impact biomechanics and vehicle crash
simulations. With this explicit FE code, the time step is
computed at each step as a function of the smallest mesh size
and its stiffness.

Since the models had no neck, a free boundary was set at
head-neck junction to simulate Nahum’s impact experiment.
It meant that there was no constraint at the head-neck
junction. Ruan et al. and Willinger et al. [28, 30] pointed out
that the neck had no significant effect on the head response
under a short duration impact. To simulateNahum’s test, both
models were impacted at the forehead by an impactor with
an initial velocity of 3.6m/s.The time duration of impact was
0.008 s. Since the material properties of the pad in Nahum’s
experimentwere not published, a series ofmaterial properties
were attempted to be assigned to the pad, and the material
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3: The loading conditions to simulate Nahum’s experiment [24] ((a) enlarged view), the simulated scenario for Model 1 (b), and the
simulated scenario for Model 2 (c).

propertywhich provided the consistent contact force between
simulation and experiment data was selected and listed in
Tables 2 and 3. The sketch of the loading conditions as well
as Model 1 and Model 2 together with the impactor in the
simulation is shown in Figure 3.

To simulate Trosseille’s test, an acceleration curve was
applied to replace the impact loading.The skull of eachmodel
was defined as rigid, and translational accelerations along 𝑥-
axis and 𝑧-axis and a rotational acceleration along𝑦-axis were
loaded on the skull, which led to brain dynamic response as
similar as experiment data. The acceleration curves applied
are shown in Figure 4.

3. Results

3.1. FEModel Validation. Themodel predicted contact forces
and X-acceleration are compared with the cadaver tests by
Nahum in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. Figure 5(a)
shows that the contact force curves in Model 1 and Model 2
are similar but both peak forces are lower than the test data.
The discrepancy between simulation results and experiment
data is within 10%, which indicates a reasonable agreement.
The simulated accelerations at the CG in both models are
compared with the test data in Figure 5(b). The trend can
agree with the experimental data but the magnitude was
underestimated and the relative error was about 32%. This
may be due to differences in head mass and material prop-
erties between the current models and experimental cadaver

samples. The coup and contrecoup pressure histories in the
simulations based on both models and those measured in
Nahum’s test are plotted in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively.
Figure 6(a) shows that Model 1 and Model 2 capture the
experimental measured response reasonably well, with a
small difference (less than 7%) in terms of coup pressure
peak value.Thenegative pressures in the contrecoup region in
bothmodels have similar trends with themeasured response.
However, the peak negative pressures were overpredicted
by 21% in both models. This may be due to simplification
of the slice models and differences on contact condition
and material properties between the current models and
experimental samples.

3.2. Pressure. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the pressures in
coup and contrecoup sites for Model 1 and Model 2. It can be
observed that general shape trend, magnitude, and duration
of the pressure pulse in Model 1 agree well with those in
Model 2.The predicted pressure distributions in Model 1 and
Model 2 at three typical time points (𝑡 = 0.0024 s, 0.004 s, and
0.006 s) are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. The
pressure level in Model 1 is higher than that of Model 2 at all
of the three time points.

3.3. Stress. The von Mises stress distributions (in MPa) of
Model 1 and Model 2 at 0.0015 s, 0.0035 s, and 0.0065 s in
the simulations of Nahum’s tests are shown in Figures 8(a)
and 8(b), respectively. The stress concentration in Model 1
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Table 2: Material properties of the impactor.

Part Material law 𝜌 (kg/m3) 𝐸 (MPa) 𝐺
0
(kPa) 𝐺

∞
(kPa) 𝛽 (s−1) Poisson’s ratio

Pad Viscoelastic 80 2000 2300 5400 1.1
Impactor Rigid 7830 207000 0.3
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Figure 4: The accelerations applied to simulate the tests by Trosseille et al. [25]. (a) Translational acceleration along 𝑥-axis and 𝑧-axis. (b)
Rotational acceleration along 𝑦-axis.
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Figure 5: Comparison of model predicted and measured contact force and head acceleration. (a) Contact force-time history and (b)
acceleration history.
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Figure 6: Pressure histories comparison between the numerical simulations and experiments byNahumet al. (a)Coup site and (b) contrecoup
site.

Table 3: Dimensions of the impactor.

Part Diameter (mm) Length (mm) Mass (kg)
Pad 72 22 7.14 × 10

−3

Impactor 72 170 5.40

presents at the surface of brain between two gyri and the peak
stresses are higher than that in Model 2.

The influences of gyri and sulci on the distribution of
equivalent stress at similar local regions of both models are
shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively.The comparison
between Figures 9(a) and 9(b) shows that the maximum von
Mises stress in Model 1 is higher than Model 2 and the stress
concentration exists between gyri and sulci. The von Mises
stress time histories taken from the same local fields of the
cerebrums in both models (marked with black rectangle in
Figure 9) are shown in Figure 10. The maximum von Mises
stress of the cerebrums of Model 1 is slightly higher than that
in the same field of Model 2.

3.4. Strain. The maximum principal strains in different
regions of both models are listed in Figure 11. It is shown
that the maximum principal strains in cerebrum, corpus
callosum, cerebellum, and brain stem of Model l are lower
than those in the same field in Model 2 by 3%, 51%, 38%, and
16%, respectively.

3.5. Dynamic Response. The model predicted pressures are
compared with Trosseille’s test results in the coup, con-
trecoup, and lateral ventricle areas in Figures 12(a)–12(c),

respectively. Figure 12(a) shows that the coup pressures in the
simulation agree fairly well with experimental data during
0 to 0.015 s. The difference in the curve shape starts after
0.015 s. The negative pressures were found in the simulation
curves in Model 1 and Model 2 but not in the test. This
is a major deficiency in these models. Figure 12(b) shows
that the countercoup pressures in the simulation are over-
estimated by both models compared to the data measured
in the experiments. An explanation will be elaborated in the
Discussion. Figure 12(c) shows that lateral ventricle pressures
in the simulation reasonably match the experimental data
before 0.015 s. After 0.015 s, negative pressures were found in
the simulation but not in the experiments.

Comparison of the pressure predictions of Model 1 and
Model 2 in coup, contrecoup, and lateral ventricle sites
indicates that the pressure histories of bothmodels are similar
in the magnitudes and time duration. This result reveals that
the existence of gyri and sulci has little effect on the pressure
caused by accelerations.

4. Discussion

4.1. Material Property. In this paper, two slice models were
built to investigate the biomechanical response in a sagittal
section during head impact. Unlike the other 2D FE models
[22], presentmodels were built by assigning differentmaterial
properties to different parts of the head, similar to 3DFEhead
model reported in the literatures [18, 20, 21].

The brain material properties for the two-dimensional
model, the three-dimensional model, and the current slice
model are listed in Table 4. As shown in the table, 𝐺

0
and
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Figure 7: Pressure distributions (in MPa) predicted in the two models at the different time points. (a) Model 1 at 𝑡 = 0.0024 s, 0.004 s, and
0.006 s and (b) Model 2 at 𝑡 = 0.0024 s, 0.004 s, and 0.006 s.

𝐺
∞

in Kuijpers et al.’s paper [22] were 338 kPa and 169 kPa,
respectively, which were 56 and 140 times higher than those
in Mao et al.’s paper [23] where 𝐺

0
and 𝐺

∞
were 6 kPa and

1.2 kPa, respectively.The value of𝐾was reduced by about 264
times in Kuijpers model than that in Mao’s model. It can be
seen that thematerial property values of the slicemodels were
close to the three-dimensionalmodel developed byMao et al.,
and the material property of a two-dimensional model seems
stiffer than thematerial property of a three-dimensionmodel.

4.2. Stress. The comparison of the von Mises stress between
Model 1 and Model 2 is made in Figures 8(a) and 8(b),
respectively. It was found that stress concentrations took place
at the edge of the brain and below two gyri in Model 1. This
indicates that the presence of gyri and sulci leads to the higher
local stress, which is highlighted in Figures 9(a) and 9(b).Gyri
and sulci are generated as a result of the convolution of the
cerebral cortex. The curvature of gyri and sulci enlarges the
brain surface, and it is prone to cause stress concentration.
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Figure 8: The model predicted equivalent stress distribution (in MPa) in both models at the different time points. (a) Model 1 at 0.0015,
0.0035, and 0.0065 s and (b) Model 2 at 0.0015, 0.0035, and 0.0065 s.

Table 4: The material properties comparison for 2D model, slice model, and 3D model.

Model Brain tissue
Material law 𝜌 (kg/m3) 𝐾 (MPa) 𝐺

0
(kPa) 𝐺

∞
(kPa) 𝛽 (s−1)

2D model [22] Viscoelastic 1040 8.3 338 169 50
Slice model Viscoelastic 1140 2190 10 2 80
3D model [23] Viscoelastic 1060 2190 6 1.2 80
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Figure 9: The stress distribution (in MPa) in the similar local fields of the cerebrums of Model 1 and Model 2. (a) Model 1 and (b) Model 2.
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cerebrums for both models.

Strich [31] made a comparison between the simulation results
and clinically observed injury and found that therewere some
small cortical infarcts in brain injury at the bottomof gyri and
sulci. This finding agrees with the present simulation result
that stress concentrations exist between two gyri as shown in
Figure 9(a).

4.3. Strain. The comparison of maximum principal strain
between Model 1 and Model 2 is made in Figure 11. The peak
strain values in different regions of Model 1 were lower than
the strains in Model 2, which was again caused by gyri and
sulci. Due to the existence of gyri and sulci, the mechanical
properties of Model 1 and Model 2 were different, which
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Figure 11: Comparison of maximum principle strains in different
regions in both models.

further resulted in the difference of maximum principal
strain. The comparison in Figures 13(a) and 13(b) shows the
higher strain is concentrated below gyri and sulci in Model
1. These alterations agreed with some physiological examina-
tion results which indicated that white matter deteriorations
existed below gyri and sulci of the patients who suffered from
head injuries [32].

4.4. Dynamic Response. In Figure 12(b), the contrecoup pres-
sures of both models are much higher than the values in
Trosseille’s test.This trend can also be found inTurquier et al.’s
work [32].The discrepancy is related to loading condition. In
Trosseille’s experiment, an impactor was used to hit the head.
The contact force generated caused deformation of the skull
and then released the intracranial forces. This was neglected
in the currentmodels, since an acceleration curvewas applied
to replace the impact loading. Such setup may cause the
discrepancy in the contrecoup pressure.
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Figure 12: Model predicted pressure history compared with Trosseille’s test in four different regions. (a) Coup site. (b) Contrecoup site. (c)
Lateral ventricle.

4.5. Gyri and Sulci. Most of the previous head models
contained no gyri and sulci, so stress and strain predicted by
these models may not reflect the actual responses below gyri
and sulci. In this paper, the simulation results indicate that
gyri and sulci would influence the stress and strain level and
the areas of stress and strain concentrations during impact
as shown in Figures 9(a) and 13(a), respectively. The local
strain and stress could further affect the function of head after
impact andwould cause hematoma and edema in brain tissue

when their values are high enough. Hence, gyri and sulci
should be included in the FE head models to ensure more
accurate injury assessments.

4.6. The Influence of Element Size on Simulation Results.
In this paper, the element size of slice model (Part I) was
2mm. In order to investigate the effect of element size on
the simulation results, a refined mesh of Model 1 was built.
Nahum’s and Trosseille’s experiments were simulated with
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Table 5: Comparison of simulation results and computational time using Model 1 with two different element sizes.

Simulation Element size (mm) Number of elements MCP (kPa) MCTP (kPa) MLVP (kPa) Computing time

Nahum
experiment

1mm 1,842,400 153 −89 2 hours 55min
2mm 236,940 165 −83 20min

150 −60

Trosseille
experiment

1mm 1,842,400 99 −54 28 7 hours 7min
2mm 236,940 104 −58 29 36min

90 −15 39
Note. MCP indicates maximum coup pressure, MCTP indicates maximum countercoup pressure, and MLVP indicates maximum lateral ventricle pressure.
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Figure 13: The strain distribution (in MPa) in the similar local fields taken from the cerebrums of Model 1 and Model 2. (a) Model 1 and (b)
Model 2.

two different mesh sizes and the simulation results are listed
in Table 5. In the simulations of Nahum’s tests, when the
element size was reduced from 2mm to 1mm, the coup and
countercoup pressure changed from 165 kPa and −85 kPa to
153 kPa and −89 kPa, respectively.The relative errors for coup
and countercoup pressure are 7.2% and 6.7%, respectively. In
the simulations of Trosseille’s experiment, it can be found that
the relative error of coup, countercoup, and lateral ventricle
pressure is 5%, 7%, and 4%, respectively. When the element
size was 2mm, the simulation time for Nahum’s experiment
and Trosseille’s test with 4 CPUs was 20 minutes and 36
minutes, respectively. Yet the simulation time became 2 hours
55 minutes and 7 hours 7 minutes with the mesh size reduced
to 1mm. This result suggests that larger element (2mm)
should be used in the current simulation in order to reduce
the computation time with acceptable accuracy.

4.7. General Remarks. This study reveals the influence of gyri
and sulci on the biomechanical response. In order to better
illustrate the effect of gyri and sulci in the 3D sense, a more
detailed and accurate three-dimensional FE model with gyri
and sulci needs to be developed in the future work.

5. Conclusions

(i) The present finite element head models with and
without gyri and sulci were validated with Nahum’
experiment data. The coup and contrecoup pressures

predicted in the simulations have a good agreement
with the test data.

(ii) The influence of gyri and sulci on the intracra-
nial pressure was insignificant in the simulation of
Nahum’s and Trosseille’s experiments. In the model
with gyri and sulci, higher pressures occur at the edges
of the brain tissue and below gyri and sulci.

(iii) The model with gyri and sulci had a larger equivalent
stress below gyri and sulci than the model without
gyri and sulci in the same location.

(iv) It is demonstrated that the strain distribution in the
brain tissue was significantly changed due to gyri and
sulci.
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Cerebral vasculature is a complex network that circulates blood through the brain. However, the role of this networking effect in
brain dynamics has seldom been inspected. This work is to study the effects of blood vessel networks on dynamic responses of
the brain under blast loading. Voronoi tessellations were implemented to represent the network of blood vessels in the brain. The
brain dynamics in terms ofmaximumprincipal strain (MPS), shear strain (SS), and intracranial pressure (ICP) weremonitored and
compared. Results show that blood vessel networks significantly affected brain responses.The increasedMPS and SS were observed
within the brain embedded with vessel networks, which did not exist in the case without blood vessel networks. It is interesting
to observe that the alternation of the ICP response was minimal. Moreover, the vessel diameter and density also affected brain
dynamics in both MPS and SS measures. This work sheds light on the role of cerebral vasculature in blast-induced traumatic brain
injury.

1. Introduction

Blast-induced traumatic brain injury (TBI) has been consid-
ered the signature injury of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
[1]. It is estimated that more than 200,000 veterans returning
from Iraq andAfghanistan have suffered TBIs, 69% as a result
of blasts [2, 3]. Numerous studies looked into the brain injury
mechanisms and remedies through in vitro experiments [4,
5] and modeling [6–8]. The brain is generally modeled as
incompressible material without considering its integration
with a complex network of blood vessels. As blood vessels
are three to five orders of magnitude stiffer than the brain
[9], its network is likely to impact the structural responses
of the brain while the blast wave transmits into the brain.
However, the role of vasculature in dynamic responses of the
brain under blast loading has never been reported.

A few studies [10–12] did consider the role of vascula-
ture in the brain responses under the impact loading (i.e.,
linear/rotational acceleration); however, their conclusions are
contradictory. Zhang et al. developed a 2D human head
finite element (FE) model with several idealized branches of
cerebral arteries and observed that the inclusion of arteries in

the brain led to a decrease in the peak maximum principal
strain (MPS), shear strain (SS), and intracranial pressure
(ICP) by 46%, 57%, and 42%, respectively [10]. It is speculated
that the idealized artery branches are overestimated. On the
contrary, Ho and Kleiven [11] observed the minimal role
of vasculature in the brain response with 2% alteration in
peak MPS. Their study was based on a 3D human head FE
model with image-based major branches of cerebral arteries.
However, the networking between small branches of blood
vessels was neglected. Along the same line, an experimental
study by Parnaik et al. [12] reached the same conclusion.
They constructed a 2D aluminum cylinder to represent the
coronal section of the head and used silicone gel as the brain.
Isolated arteries made by silicone tubes were radially inserted
into the brain. The artery-induced increases in peak SS and
MPS were only 4% and 6%, respectively. We speculate that
the networking of cerebral vasculature leads to the significant
alternation of brain dynamics.

In this work, the influence of blood vessel networks on
the dynamic responses of the brain under blast loading was
investigated using the FEmethod. A spherical head and brain
were developed within a shock tube. Voronoi tessellations
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were implemented to represent the network of blood vessels
embedded in the brain. The blast wave-head interaction was
simulated. Three commonly used injury measures, MPS, SS,
and ICP, were monitored at different regions of the brain to
quantify the role of blood vessel networks in brain dynamics.

2. Finite Element Modeling

The spherical head with a brain diameter of 138mm and skull
thickness of 8mm (Figure 1) was developed to delineate the
impact of the blood vessel networks [13]. Within a radius
of 48mm away from the center of the brain, 30 tessellation
nodes were randomly seeded using Delaunay triangulation
(MATLAB, Mathworks Corporation). Then, 161 Voronoi
edges were generated to represent the vasculature network.
Each blood vessel has a mean diameter of 2.72mm, which
is in the range of the reported diameter of human cerebral
arteries, from 3.74mm at the middle cerebral artery to
1.28mmat the peripheral arteries [9].The vasculature density,
defined as the total length of the vasculature over the volume
of the brain, was calculated as 0.0047mm/mm3. This is
comparable to the density quantification of 0.0037mm/mm3
from 3D computed tomography (CT) angiographies of the
human brain [11]. We used a relatively larger density to take
into account the small branches of the vasculature.

The skull was modeled as a homogeneous linear elastic
isotropic material with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
of 5.37GPa and 0.19, respectively [14].The brain was assumed
to be linear viscoelastic with a short-term shear modulus of
41 kPa and a long-term shear modulus of 7.8 kPa [15]. Young’s
modulus of 15MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.48 were adopted
for the linear elastic blood vessels [10]. Air was modeled
using an ideal gas equation of state since the Mach number
of the blast front measured in our previous experiment [16]
was approximately 1.4, and the ratio of specific heats did
not change drastically at this Mach number. The material
properties are summarized in Table 1.

The blast wave propagation and its interaction with the
surrogate head is essentially a fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) problem [17]. The air inside the shock tube was
modeled with Eulerian elements, which could mimic the
highly dynamic blast events.The surrogate headwasmodeled
with Lagrangian elements.The coupling between an Eulerian
domain and a Lagrangian one was enforced through a
penalty contact algorithm with frictionless tangential sliding
and hard contact normal behavior. The Eulerian domain
consisted of 1,100,000 brick elements with approximate mesh
refinement near the region of the surrogate head to capture
the FSI effects. The Eulerian domain of air was chosen as 400
× 400 × 800mm3 such that the reflections from the main
boundaries were negligible during the 2ms simulation time.
The skull and brain were meshed with reduced eight-node
hexahedral elements (C3D8R). A mesh convergence study
was conducted and the mesh size of 2mm was chosen. The
blood vessels were meshed with two-node beam elements
(B31) that can sustain tensile and bending loads.

The previously measured incident pressure history of a
planar Friedlander waveform [16] was used as the pressure

Table 1: Material properties of the skull, brain, blood vessels, and
air.

(a) Elastic material properties

Material Density
(kg/m3)

Young’s
modulus (MPa)

Poisson’s ratio
(/)

Skull 1,710 5,370 0.19
Brain 1,040 0.123 0.499989
Blood vessels 1,040 15 0.48

(b) Viscoelastic material properties

Material Short-term shear
modulus (kPa)

Long-term shear
modulus (kPa)

Decay constant
(s)

Brain 41.0 7.8 0.00142857

(c) Ideal gas material parameters

Material Density
(kg/m3)

Gas constant
(J/(kg⋅K))

Temperature
(K)

Air 1.1607 287.05 300

boundary condition at the inlet of the Eulerian domain
(Figure 1).The velocity perpendicular to each face of the Eule-
rian domain was kept equal to zero to avoid escaping/leaking
of air through these faces. This would create a pure 1D shock
front traveling in the 𝑧-direction without lateral flow. The
bottom of the skull was constrained in all six degrees of
freedom to avoid rigid body translation. The tied constraint
was used between the skull and brain. To incorporate the
blood vessel networks into the surrogate head, the nodes of
the vessels were merged with neighboring nodes of the brain.

3. Results

The computational framework has been validated against the
experimental data in our previous work [16]. Briefly, repeated
shock tube tests were conducted on a surrogate head, that is, a
water-filled polycarbonate shell located inside the shock tube.
The intracranial pressure histories at three different locations
were measured. Results show that the major features of
the measured pressure profiles, including the peak pressure,
nonlinear decay, and small peaks and valleys, were captured
by the simulation. The maximum deviation of the peak
pressure in the brain was only 8.31%.

In this work, three commonly used injury measures,
MPS, SS, and ICP, were monitored at different regions of
the brain to quantify the role of blood vessel networks in
brain dynamics. The MPS responses at five locations in
the midcoronal plane of the brain were compared between
two models (Figure 2). Locations represent the superior
cortex (Region A), frontal cortex (Region B), occipital cortex
(Region C), corpus callosum (Region D), and brainstem
(Region E). The MPS magnitudes were averaged over four
elements. The peak MPS predicted by the model with and
without blood vessels did not differ much in Regions A,
B, and C, with the maximum deviation less than 3.89%.
However, in RegionsD andE, the peakMPSwithin themodel
considering blood vessel networks was increased by 180.27%
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Figure 1: Finite element model.

and 282.25%, respectively, compared to the onewithout blood
vessel networks.

The Green-Lagrangian SS with respect to the 𝑦-𝑧 plane is
used to compare the model responses. Figure 3 depicts the
SS histories predicted by both models for the five regions
described in the previous section. The predicted peak SS was
as high as 3.68% and 3.53% in Region A for both models.
Except for Regions A and D, all regions exhibited peak SS
in the positive direction. Similar to the MPS responses, the
peak SS predicted by the model with blood vessels did not
differ much from the model without blood vessels in Regions
A, B, and C, with the maximum deviation less than 3.94%.
However, the peak SS increased by 245.28% and 612.56% in
RegionsD and E, respectively, for themodel with blood vessel
networks.

The calculated ICP is also compared between the two
models to determine the effect of modeling the blood vessel
networks. Figure 4 illustrates the ICP contours in the mid-
coronal plane of the brain at different times. It is observed
that the inclusion of blood vessel networks did not have a
significant effect on the ICP responses during the 2ms time
span. The complex wave pattern which is generated within
the brain was very similar in both models. This could be
attributed to the reflection of waves from finite boundaries of
the head, the presence of the skull which possesses significant
shear strength, and the wave mode conversion at material
boundaries and interfaces. Both models exhibited typical
coup and countercouppressure patterns throughout the brain

on the early time scale (time = 0.28 and 0.35ms). Once the
early waves passed through the brain, mixed ICP patterns
developed at the later time scale (time > 0.35ms). The
peak coup pressures were 0.518 and 0.520MPa and the peak
countercoup pressures were −0.062 and −0.067MPa for the
models without and with blood vessels, respectively. This
coup-countercoup mechanism can cause contusion at early
times and can widely spread throughout the brain at later
times when mixed ICP patterns are dominant.

4. Discussion

Two simplified head models, with and without the inclusion
of blood vessel networks, were developed to quantify the
effects of cerebral vasculature on the dynamic responses of
the brain under blast loading. Results show that explicit
modeling of the blood vessel networks could induce higher
strains within the brain, specifically within the denser net-
work region (Regions D and E) as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
This is consistent with the clinical observation that the axonal
bulbs were located near the blood vessels for the patients
who suffered blast-induced TBI [18]. In the periphery region
(Regions A, B, and C) without many blood vessel networks,
the alternations in brain responses are minimal. This could
be explained by the stiffening effect of blood vessel networks
inside the brain. It is also interesting to observe that the ICP
responses of the brain are unchanged (Figure 4), indicating
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Figure 2: Comparison of maximum principal strain histories in five regions of the brain surrogate.
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Figure 3: Comparison of shear strain histories in five regions of the brain surrogate.
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Figure 4: Snapshots of intracranial pressure distributions. Coup and countercoup patterns are seen at early times (time < 0.35ms). Mixed
intracranial pressure patterns are seen at later times (time > 0.35ms).

that the impedance of the brain was not affected by the
addition of blood vessel networks.

Wehave assumed the blood vessel has the uniformdiame-
ter of 2.72mm, which is approximately the averaged intracra-
nial vessel dimension. A parametric study was performed
by using two limiting intracranial vessel diameters (3.74 and
1.28mm) measured by Monson [19] for understanding the
influence of the vasculature diameter on brain dynamics.
Results in terms of the peak MPS and peak SS within the
embedded vessel network region (Regions D and E) of the
brain are shown in Figure 5. It is clear that the peak MPS
increasedwith the larger blood vessel size. As the blood vessel
diameter increased from 1.28 to 2.72mm, there were 57.66%
and 60.38% increases in the peak MPS in Regions D and E,
respectively (Figure 5(a)). When the blood vessel diameter
increased from the baseline case of 2.72mm to 3.74mm,
the peak MPS in Regions D and E increased by 63.36%
and 40.83%, respectively. A similar trend is observed for the
peak SS in regions D and E of the brain (Figure 5(b)). This
suggests that blood vessel diameter is an influential parameter
on brain dynamics. The fine vascular network with varied
diameters might alter the magnitude of brain responses, but
the observations on the role of blood vessel networks in brain
dynamics will be the same.

The vasculature density also varied from person to
person. For example, Ho and Kleiven have quantified the
intracranial vasculature density as 0.0037mm/mm3 based
on the CT angiographies of the human brain [11]. Par-
naik et al. calculated a much higher vasculature density of
0.0093mm/mm3 based on the magnetic resonance imaging
[12]. We have intentionally adopted an intracranial vascu-
lature density of 0.0047mm/mm3 in our baseline model.
To understand the sensitivity of brain dynamics to the
vasculature density, we created a denser blood vessel network
of 0.0093mm/mm3 by increasing the number of tessellation
nodes to 55 and the number ofVoronoi edges to 342.Thepeak
MPS and SS in Regions D and E of the brain are compared
between two different vasculature densities and illustrated
in Figure 6. When the vasculature density increased from
0.0047 to 0.0093mm/mm3, the peakMPS in RegionsD and E
increased by 98.19% and 176.38%, respectively (Figure 6(a)).
In contrast, there were 39.09% and 76.40% decreases in the
peak SS in Regions D and E, respectively (Figure 6(b)). This
opposite trend in the alternation of the peak MPS and SS
might be explained by the configurations of the vascular
network. Since the MPS is a predictor of diffuse axonal
injuries as well as mechanical injuries to the blood-brain
barrier [20, 21], this indicates that a higher density of blood
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Figure 5: Comparison of peak maximum principal strain (MPS) and peak shear strain (SS) in the core region (Regions D and E) of the brain
surrogate for different vasculature diameters.
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surrogate for different vasculature densities.

vessel networks might lead to more severe brain injury. More
clinical evidence could be used to examine this hypothesis.

In the present model, the human head was simplified
as a spherical head. An image-based human head model
incorporating layers of head materials and various brain
components might lead to different stress/strain magnitudes.
In addition, constitutive models for both the brain and
the arteries were adopted from impact loading conditions
due to a lack of testing data under higher frequency blast
loading conditions, especially for the artery. Our previous
work has demonstrated that brain responses dramatically
decreased in terms of peak ICP, maximum shear stress, and

MPS under high-frequency blast loading conditions [22].
However, considering the comparative nature of this work,
the role of vessel networks in brain responses might still
hold true regardless of the frequency response. Moreover,
the blood vessel networks were also assumed to be Voronoi
tessellations with uniform diameter located in the central
region of the brain mimicking its major branches. More
realistic blood vessel networks will change the peak stress and
strain histories in the brain. Despite these simplifications, the
present work demonstrates the importance of blood vessel
networks in brain dynamics, which may have significant
clinical implications for TBI.
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5. Conclusions

The influence of blood vessel networks on the dynamic
responses of the brain under blast loading was investigated
using two simplified head models with and without blood
vessel networks. Results have shown that blood vessel net-
works could influence brain responses in complex patterns.
Brain dynamics are also sensitive to the dimension and
density of vasculature networks. This work can be used to
provide a fundamental understanding of the behavior and
impact of blood vessel networks on brain responses, to pro-
vide guidance for optimizing the performance of protective
equipment and to illuminate the possibilities for exploiting
the potential to minimize TBI.
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In the real world crashes, brain injury is one of the leading causes of deaths. Using isolated human head finite element (FE) model
to study the brain injury patterns and metrics has been a simplified methodology widely adopted, since it costs significantly lower
computation resources than a whole human body model does. However, the degree of precision of this simplification remains
questionable. This study compared these two kinds of methods: (1) using a whole human body model carried on the sled model
and (2) using an isolated head model with prescribed head motions, to study the brain injury. The distribution of the von Mises
stress (VMS), maximum principal strain (MPS), and cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM) was used to compare the two
methods. The results showed that the VMS of brain mainly concentrated at the lower cerebrum and occipitotemporal region close
to the cerebellum. The isolated head modelling strategy predicted higher levels of MPS and CSDM 5%, while the difference is
small in CSDM 10% comparison. It suggests that isolated head model may not equivalently reflect the strain levels below the 10%
compared to the whole human body model.

1. Introduction

1.1. Finite Element Modelling of Brain Injury. Head trauma is
a main type of injuries seen in the motor vehicle crashes. It
is estimated by the World Health Organization that the head
injuries account for half of the 1.3 million annual deaths and
the 50 million injuries caused by traffic accidents worldwide
[1]. FE modelling has been a well-developed approach to
investigate brain injuries. A number of human FE models
have been developed in detail so as to investigate the injury
mechanism and predict the injury risk in real world crash
scenarios [2–4]. Due to the huge computational consumption
of the whole human body model, some isolated models
extracted from the whole human body model were used. For
example, the isolated head model extracted from the Total
Human Model for Safety (THUMS) has been used to study
brain injuries of football players [5]. This method is a feasible
and high-efficient way to study the brain injury mechanism
by replicating the head motions. However, there are few

studies which compared the differences between these two
FE simulation strategies in detail: (1) using the whole human
body model and (2) using the isolated head model from the
same whole human body model, with the head motions from
(1) as the inputs. If the second method is proved to be an
equivalent alternative approach, the FE injury analysis and
further restraint system optimization could be easier using
this reasonable simplification. Otherwise, this simplification
could only be treated as an approximation with limitations
and should be employed with caution.

1.2. Measurements of Brain Injury. For quantitative compar-
ison of the aforementioned strategies, proper injury mea-
surements need to be selected. Head Injury Criterion (HIC)
was first reviewed. It was introduced as a fail/pass criterion
of head injuries in 1972 as specified in the Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standard Number 208 (FMVSS 208). During
the past decade, HIC has been widely used in assessment
of head injury in the cadaver test and dummy test, since
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it is a good predictor of skull fracture. However, researches
have revealed that the risk of the occupant who sustained a
brain injury without skull fracture would be greater than the
ones who sustained a skull fracture without a brain injury
(3.83% and 0.05%, resp.) [6]. That means more attention
should be paid to brain tissue damage (such as concussion,
contusion, hematoma, etc.) in motor vehicle frontal impacts.
Meanwhile, the statistics shows that the incident rate of
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) has increased since 1995 for
emergency departments and outpatient departments visits
[7].

Due to the capability limitation of the HIC, stress and
strain metrics such as VMS, MPS, and CSDM were used to
study the intracranial stress development and distribution
[8–10]. CSDM that aims to evaluate cumulative damage of
brain tissue was developed based on the theory that the
overstretched axons remain in dysfunction. It is defined as the
volume percentage of the brain that ever exceeds the various
specified first principal strain threshold during the impact
period. Since it conveys the information of all overstretched
elements in the progress, itmay predict better thanmaximum
stress or strain levels at a particular time point. Additionally,
severalmetrics based the rotational kinematicswere also built
to study the mechanism of brain injuries [11, 12]. However,
these evaluation methods can only be employed in the
condition of the head kinematics acquired before.

Based on the above discussions, VMS, MPS, and CSDM
will be adopted as the measurements to compare the detailed
responses of the two different modelling strategies in Front
Rigid Barrier (FRB) test and 40% Offset Deformable Barrier
(ODB) test, respectively. THUMS will be taken as a good
example of whole body human model with validated head
and brain submodel.

2. Methods

2.1. Whole Human Body FE Model. The THUMS version 4
AM50 is a validated human body FE model representing a
mid-sized male (175 cm and 77 kg) including the complex
organs and tissues of the human body [2]. The two kinds of
simulation strategies were performed based on THUMS.

The THUMS seated on the sled FE model was used to
reconstruct the crash experiments, which were 56 km/h FRB
test and 64 km/h 40% ODB test. The sled FE model of a car
was provided by Guangzhou Automobile Group Co., Ltd.,
and was validated against data from 56 km/h Front. The sled
model replicated the vehicle kinematics from the full car
crash simulation and therefore can be used to integrate with
the whole THUMS for injury study. Meanwhile, the restraint
system was modeled to reflect the real conditions. A load
limit of the retractor of 2.25 kN was used and the friction
coefficients of both slip-rings were set to 0.2, according to the
restraint system designs in the realistic crash test. The sled
model which carries the restrained THUMS whole human
body model is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Isolated Human Head FE Model. The isolated human
head FE model was extracted from the THUMS (see

XY

Z

Figure 1: Sled model carrying THUMS.

Figure 2: Isolated head model.

Figure 2). Its brain consists of hexahedral solid elements rep-
resenting the cerebrum, cerebellum, brainstem with distinct
white and gray mater, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). The
head model was validated with the cadaver tests on trans-
lational and rotational impact [13, 14]. A detailed validation
of THUMS head-neck submodel could be found in literature
[15].

The skull in this FE model was modified as a rigid body
to apply the given motions at six Degrees of Freedom (DOF),
and thismethodologywas commonly adopted in brain injury
FE studies [12, 16, 17]. Translational and rotational kinematics
was measured at the center of gravity (CG) of the head using
the constrained interpolation method [18]. This method
would acquire the kinematics of the dependent node (e.g.,
CG) from the interpolation of the surrounding independent
nodes. Subsequently, the linear accelerations and angular
velocities measured in sled simulation (using whole human
bodymodel) were input to the simulation using isolated head
model as the prescribed boundary conditions to simplify the
reconstruction (Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 4: Rotational velocity inputs for isolated head model simu-
lation.

2.3. Brain Injury Metrics. The spatial distribution of VMS
and MPS was analyzed first. The VMS and MPS of the
brain would reflect the internal stress/strain concentrations
and vulnerable spots by using each modelling strategy. Since
some other regions without the highest strain level may be
overlooked because the stress/strain level drops to normal
after the damage, the cumulative measurement CSDM will
cover that additional information. Animal experiments [19]
showed loss of axonal transport may occur at a strain level of
15% and 18%. The occupants studied in the sled simulations
were belted with the airbag deployed normally; thus it is
reasonable to not expect severe brain injury. In this study,
lower strain thresholds of 5% and 10% for CSDM were

Isolated THUMS
head model

FRB and ODB simulations

Sled carrying 
THUMS 

Brain metrics
compared

Outputs
Strategy 1 Strategy 2

6-DOF motions
Inputs

Figure 5: Procedures of the modelling strategies.
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Figure 6: Maximum VMS in the cerebrum.

chosen to demonstrate the difference in two kinds of collision
situations, although low risks of lethal injury were associated
with these strain levels.

With the brain response from the whole THUMS body
simulations, the brain response from the isolated THUMS
head could be compared. The logic diagram of the simula-
tions is shown in Figure 5.

3. Results

Thedifference of these twomodelling strategies lies in the dif-
ferent boundary conditions.The neck would transfer the load
which comes from the body when using the whole THUMS,
while the brainstem, as one of the channels to transfer the
load, would not work in the isolated head modelling strategy.
Therefore, the cerebrum is mainly discussed in the next two
parts.

3.1. VMSDistributions. Figure 6 presents the timehistories of
the maximumVMS in cerebrum. It shows that the maximum
VMS in whole human body models are both higher than
that in isolated head models. The VMS gotten from the
FRB simulations (black curves) start to increase rapidly after
50ms and reach their own maximum value at 80 and 88ms,
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Figure 7: VMS distribution of the cerebrum in FRB simulations (bottom view).
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Figure 8: VMS distribution of the cerebrum in ODB simulations (bottom view).

respectively. The red curves represent the VMS in ODB
simulations beginning to increase around 70ms and reaching
their maximum value at 108ms simultaneously, while the
isolated head model gets its maximum value later than the
whole human body model in FRB simulations.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the VMS in the FRB
simulations.The maximumVMS in each case using different
modelling strategies is 6.4 kPa and 3.9 kPa, respectively. The
large VMS of the whole human body model concentrate
at the occipitotemporal region close to the cerebellum. The
distribution pattern of the VMS in the isolated head model is
similar to that of the whole human bodymodel. However, the
magnitude of the VMS is lower than that of the whole human
body model.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the VMS at 108ms in
ODB simulations. The maximum VMS in the two modelling
strategies are 5.3 kPa and 3.9 kPa, respectively.Themaximum
VMS concentrate at the lower cerebrum and occipitotem-
poral region, which is similar to the results of the FRB

simulations.Themagnitudes of the VMS inODB simulations
are lower than those in FRB simulations. This is caused by
the lower longitudinal (𝑥-axis) deceleration in ODB crashes
compared to FRB crashes.

It is found that the distributions of the VMS are close
in different collision simulations. The maximum VMS in
the whole human body model are both higher than that in
the isolated head model regardless of the different collision
simulations. And the VMS mainly concentrate at the occipi-
totemporal region.

3.2. MPS Distributions. Figure 9 presents the time histo-
ries of the MPS in cerebrum by using different modelling
strategies. It is clearly shown that the MPS in the isolated
head models represented by the black curves are higher
than that in the whole human body models. The MPS
reach their maximum value in ODB simulations at the
same time, while, in FRB simulations, the isolated head
model reaches its maximum value later than the whole
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human body model, which has the same trend with the
VMS.

In the FRB simulation, the head of the THUMS impacts
the center of the airbag and then rebounds back normally.
Figure 10 is the MPS distribution of the right brain in FRB
simulations.TheMPS of the twomodelling strategies are 0.15
and 0.22, respectively. It shows that the MPS appears at the
spots near the corpus callosum and the large MPS mainly
concentrate upon the region between the two half cerebrums
and the occipitotemporal region close to the cerebellum.

Figure 11 shows the MPS distribution of the right brain at
108ms in ODB simulations. The MPS of these two simula-
tions are 0.12 and 0.23, respectively. Their distribution areas
are very similar to that in the FRB simulations. And the MPS
mainly concentrate upon the occipitotemporal region close
to the cerebellum.

In the FRB simulations, the head only had large rotation
around the lateral direction (𝑦-axis) regardless of the minor
rotation of others, whereas, in the ODB simulation, the head
would rotate around the vertical direction (𝑧-axis) positively
after it impacts the airbag. The large strain at the upper
cerebrum may be caused by the head rotations at the 𝑥-axis
and 𝑧-axis since these two relative motions would induce
more severe contact force of the two half cerebrums.

The isolated head models get lower VMS and higher
MPS according to the results shown above. VMS is a kind
of equivalent stress calculated from the three principal
stresses. Higher MPS means higher first principal stress
normally, while the value discrepancy between VMS and
MPS shows that the second/third principal stress based on the
second/third principal strain may also have a great influence
on the VMS value.

3.3. CSDM. Figure 12 shows the time history of CSDM
5% by using different modelling strategies. Black curves

represent the twomodelling strategies in the FRB simulations
beginning to increase rapidly after 80ms along the whole
simulations, which are 20ms earlier than the red curves. The
ultimate CSDM 5% values of the whole human body model
and isolated headmodel calculated from the FRB simulations
are 24.9% and 54.6%, respectively. And the ultimate CSDM
5% values from the ODB simulations represented by the red
curves are 41.1% and 65.2%, respectively.

The isolated headmodel inputted with THUMS kinemat-
ics in FRB simulation reaches its maximum CSDM 5% of
54.6%, which is 29.7% higher than that in the whole human
body modelling strategy, while the isolated head model in
ODB simulation reaches its maximum CSDM 5% of 65.2%,
which is also 24.1% larger than that from the whole human
body modelling strategy. Both CSDM 5% values by using
isolated head modelling strategy are higher than the whole
human body model, in both collision situations of FRB and
ODB.

Figure 13 shows the time histories of CSDM 10% using
different modelling strategies. The trends of the CSDM 10%
curves are similar to the CSDM 5% curves. The whole
human body model in FRB simulation reaches its maximum
CSDM 10% of 1.4%, while the maximum CSDM 10% of the
two isolated head models is 1.7% accordingly. In the ODB
simulations, the whole human body model and the isolated
head model reach their maximum CSDM 10% of 5.1% and
5.3%, respectively.

The outputs using isolated head modelling strategy
are also the highest. However, the difference between the
two modelling strategies in the two collision situations is
decreased by only 0.2%-0.3%. Compared to the trends in the
CSDM 5%, it is found that the differences of elements strain
are mainly between the 5% and 10%. It also means that the
elements strain larger than 10% would not be much different.
Since the CSDM difference is concentrated below the 10%
values, it suggests that using the isolated head modelling
strategy to study the brain injuries might predict higher
strains levels than the whole human body modelling strategy.

4. Discussion

This study used two models, whole body human model and
isolated head model with prescribed motions, to predict the
brain injury in frontal impacts.The formermethod replicated
the real crash scene well. However, the enormous amount
of elements (mainly from the whole human body model)
requires a longer computing time and more computing
resources. The method of using isolated head model has
been widely used to study the brain injury metrics assumedly
as an alternative approach. It can reflect the motion of
the head with the benefit of its simplicity and time-saving.
The errors were analyzed quantitatively in the aforemen-
tioned simulation studies.

There are three possible reasons that may cause this
discrepancy. First, the cutting-off of the brain stem from the
spinal cord makes the boundaries not identical. Normally
free surface will be found in simplified isolated head model.
In realistic case, this consecutiveness makes the brain have
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Figure 11: MPS distribution of the right brain in ODB simulations.

a soft boundary near the Foramen magnum, which is hard
to mimic in isolated head modelling strategy. Second, the
data processing may produce errors caused by output rate
and simulation time steps. The accuracy of motion output of
whole body simulation depends on the frequency of output.
This error may further become the input error in isolated
head model. Third, the simplification of making the skull
as rigid part rather than the elastic/plastic bone material in
the whole human body model may also matter. This effect
is minor due to the large elasticity difference between the
cerebral tissue and the adjacent skull. However, the local
stressmay be affected by this stiffer boundary in isolated head
modelling strategy. Further investigation could be conducted
by parametric studies.

Due to the protection of the belt and the airbag, the
impact circumstances (FRB and ODB) would not cause too
much brain damage to the occupants. So it can only cause
lower level stain during the impact and it may need to apply
more severe impact loadings to address this difference better.

5. Conclusions

The following three specific conclusions can be drawn from
the investigation of brain response simulations for head
impacts using whole body human model and isolated head
FE models:

(i) The maximum VMS of the isolated head models
are 2.5 kPa and 1.4 kPa lower than those in the
simulations using whole body model. And the stress
distribution patterns are similar, mainly concentrated
at the lower cerebrum and occipitotemporal region
close to the cerebellum.

(ii) The MPS of the isolated head model are higher than
the whole human body model regardless of being in
FRB simulations or ODB simulations.

(iii) The isolated head models predicted 24.1% higher
value of the CSDM 5% in FRB simulations and 29.5%
higher value of the CSDM 5% in ODB simulations
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than the whole human body models do. But the
difference in CSDM 10% level is smaller.

(iv) The strain difference between the two modelling
strategies mainly lies in the CSDM level below 10%,
since the loading conditions are not very intense in
this study.

(v) Based on the findings of this study, it is suggested
that, for highly accurate analysis of brain injury or
study of the region around the brain stem, the whole
body human model is recommended. The simplified

isolated head model could be used for overall injury
trend discussion carefully with limitations.
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This study aims to evaluate the biomechanical mechanism of pelvic ring injury for the stability of pelvis using the finite element
(FE) method. Complex pelvic fracture (i.e., anterior column with posterior hemitransverse lesion) combined with pelvic ramus
fracture was used to evaluate the biomechanics stability of the pelvis.Three FE fracture models (i.e., Dynamic Anterior Plate-Screw
System for Quadrilateral Area (DAPSQ) for complex pelvic fracture with intact pubic ramus, DAPSQ for complex pelvic fracture
with pubic ramus fracture, and DAPSQ for complex pelvic fracture with fixed pubic ramus fracture) were established to explore
the biomechanics stability of the pelvis. The pubic ramus fracture leads to an unsymmetrical situation and an unstable situation of
the pelvis. The fixed pubic ramus fracture did well in reducing the stress levels of the pelvic bone and fixation system, as well as
displacement difference in the pubic symphysis, and it could change the unstable situation back to a certain extent. The pelvic ring
integrity was the prerequisite of the pelvic stability and should be in a stable condition when the complex fracture is treated.

1. Introduction

Thepubic symphysis, which includes the anterior pubic fibro-
cartilaginous disc, as well as anterior, posterior, inferior, and
superior ligaments, connects the anterior portion of the two
pelvic coxal bones as a nonsynovial joint [1]. Biomechanics
analysis of the pelvis shows the inferior public ramus and
superior public ramus functions as arches, which transfer the
load in the lateral direction from one side to the other side
and transfer the weight of the upright trunk from the sacrum
to the hips [2]. The pubis symphysis and its surrounding
ligaments (superior and inferior pubic ligament) connect
these two load-bearing arches and maintain the mechanical
integrity. The function of the pubic symphysis is to maintain
the structural integrity of the pelvis and to provide joint
stability by neutralizing shear and tensile stresses.

Minimally displaced pubic rami fractures are frequently
seen at the emergency department after trivial accidents,
especially among the elderly population. Pubic ramus frac-
tures, which typically occur as lateral compression fractures

after direct impact on the side of the lesion [3], are estimated
to account for two-thirds of osteoporotic pelvic fractures [4].
The isolated pubic ramus fractures are low-energy fractures,
and they are often considered to be relatively harmless and
are typically treated in a nonoperative way.

Although complex or single fractures of the acetabulum
combined with pelvic ring injury account for a small pro-
portion of pelvic fractures, this kind of fracture varies in
severity and requires a complicated procedure for it to be
managed [5]. This fracture not only is a posttraumatic, high-
energy periprosthetic fracture, but also involves a combined
unstable pelvic fracture with a complex acetabular fracture
component [5]. Complex fractures of the acetabulum or
isolated pubic ramus fractures are largely underreported in
literature, whereas (isolated) the pubic rami fractures are not
specifically addressed, because pubic ramus fractures typi-
cally heal uneventfully. In addition, sporadic cases have been
reported regarding the management of complex fractures in
the acetabulum combined with pubic ramus fractures.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: FE model of the pelvis and pelvic bone with different mesh length. (a) FE model of the pelvis; (b) iliac bone with large mesh length;
(c) pelvic bone with small mesh length.

The biomechanics of the pelvis or its fractures are not
yet thoroughly understood because of its complex geometry
and structure. Therefore, performing a detailed study of its
functional performance is helpful. Moreover, the pelvis is
sensitive to fractures and disruptions of the pubic ramus.
Several alternative methods have been used to study pelvic
biomechanics, such as “in vivo” strain gages [6–9], photoelas-
tic models [10], and FE analyses [11]. For the cadaveric study,
it is still important source of the pelvic biomechanical. The
veracity of the cadaveric study was restricted to the sample
size and the cost of test. FE analysis, which is suited for
parameter studies and determinesmore values than cadaveric
studies, has been used to study the pelvis response to obtain
in-depth insights on the biomechanics stability of the pelvis.

This study aims to explore the biomechanics stability of
the pelvis with a complex fracture combined with pelvic
ramus fracture via FE analysis. Three different models were
used to appraise pelvic stability. The mechanism was evalu-
ated based on the stress and displacement distribution and
force transformation of the three models.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. FE Model of Pelvis. The CT scan images were obtained
from Wuhan General Hospital of Guangzhou Command.
The Hospital Ethics Committee licensed this study. Laser
topographywas conducted to create the pelvicmodel by using
a 16-slice spiral CT with an accuracy of 0.5mm (40 years
old, 175 cm height, 65 kg weight). Bony tissues were meshed
using a combined artificial and automatic division method
in the software of ANSYS ICEM CFD 14.5 and Hypermesh
12.0. The cortical bone has a thickness of 1.5mm according
to previous studies [12, 13]. The soft tissues (i.e., end-plates,
cartilage, pubic symphysis, and acetabular fossa) between
bony tissues were automatically generated into hexahedral
mesh grids inHypermesh. In order to ensure the convergence
of optimization and the consistence of displacement between
adjacent tissues, shared nodes contact has been used between
tissues in the software of Hypermesh. It is difficult to assign
different materiel properties to different tissues in a whole
model. Therefore, different pelvic tissues were assigned to

single part. Tied contacts were used between tissues with
surfaces that were adjacent to each other in the software of
ABAQUS 12.0 to ensure that no relative displacement occurs.
The main pelvic ligaments were dragged in Hypermesh
and modeled into truss elements with a length of 2mm.
Furthermore, the material properties of the model were
assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic [14–16]. In order
to explore mesh sensitivity for the mechanical properties of
pelvic, the acetabulum grids were refined from 2mm into
1mm in the acetabular bone. The FE model of the pelvis and
the iliac bone with different mesh length is shown in Figure 1.
The properties of pelvic bone and ligaments are shown in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

2.2. Fragment Models and Surgical Techniques. Anterior col-
umn with posterior hemitransverse lesion combined with
pelvic ramus fracture is a relatively common fracture in
car crash accidents. Letournel [17] showed that the anterior
columnwith posterior hemitransverse lesionwas determined
using two converging lines, which originated from the ante-
rior superior spine and ischial spine or just above the part,
and these two lines merged in the center of the acetabular
bone. Most commonly, this fracture type exists below the
anterior inferior iliac spine or extends from the middle of
the pubic ramus to any point above the anterior segment
of the iliac crest (Figure 2(a)) [18]. These data constituted
the anterior column with posterior hemitransverse lesion
model. Pelvic ring injury almost constitutes the fracture of
the superior pubic ramus (Figure 2(b)).The pelvis was unable
to keep a stable condition when the fracture occurred. Series
of mesh along the fracture line were removed to represent
the fractures. The width of fracture gap was determined by
the length of the mesh (2mm in his paper). Additionally,
the intercalary osteochondral fragments became free after
fracture occurred, but had little or no effect on supporting
the body weight. It has been suggested that the stabilization
of a fracture is mainly a process of the cancellous bone
rather than a process of the cortex, with fractured bone
presenting the same morphology of callus as described for
microcallus formations [19, 20]. In this case, the elasticity
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Table 1: Material properties of the pelvic bone [14–16].

Tissue Elasticity modulus (MPa) Poisson ratio (]) Thickness (mm) Element number Node number
Bone

Cortical bone (sacrum) 17000 0.3 1.50 8752 17412
Cancellous bone (sacrum) 150 0.2 18524 22960
Cortical bone (ilium) 17000 0.3 1.50 7764 ∗ 2 14687 ∗ 2

Cancellous bone (ilium) 150 0.2 15809 ∗ 2 18628 ∗ 2

Cortical bone (femur) 17000 0.3 1.50 3151 ∗ 2 6304 ∗ 2

Cancellous bone (femur) 150 0.2 7856 ∗ 2 9520 ∗ 2

Soft tissues
End-plate (sacrum) 24 0.4 0.23 1493 ∗ 2 1098 ∗ 2

Cartilage (sacrum) 54 0.4 1.81 468 ∗ 2 1036 ∗ 2

Cartilage (ilium) 54 0.4 0.80 468 ∗ 2 1036 ∗ 2

End-plate (ilium) 24 0.4 0.36 483 ∗ 2 1036 ∗ 2

Pubic symphysis 5 0.495 246 396

Table 2: Material properties of the pelvic ligaments [13].

Tissue Ligament length (mm) Attached area (mm2) Elasticity modulus (MPa) Poisson ratio (])
Sacroiliac ligament ring 14 1391 350 0.495
Sacrospinous 52 112 29 0.495
Sacrotuberous 90 539 33 0.495
inguinal 96 45 2.6 0.495
Superior pubic 27 97 19 0.495
Arcuate pubic 25 156 20 0.495

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2: The FE model of the pelvis at different conditions. (a) The first model; (b) the second model; (c) the third model.
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Figure 3: Stress distribution in the pelvic bone and the location of gages. (a) Medial view of the stress in pelvic bone; (b) lateral view of the
stress in pelvic bone.

modulus weakened to 1/10 of the normal bone means the
fracture line was weakened to 15MPa [19, 20].

The fragments were unable to keep the original position
because of bone fracture; thus, the fixation system was added
to return the acetabular into a stable state. The primary
approach for complex pelvic fracture was to achieve a bony
union through fracture reduction while maintaining the
original fracture components as well as preserving bone stock
for future reconstruction, if necessary [5]. The treatment
principle for pelvic fractures, including pelvic ring fractures,
should be based on anatomic reduction and easy rigid fixation
[21, 22]. The complex pelvic fractures can be treated through
open reduction and internal fixation, which often consists of
reconstructing plates and lag or interfracture screws.

The pelvic reduction was unstable when the pubic ramus
fracture occurred. Open or closed reduction and early inter-
nal or external fixation of the pubic ramus allow healing
with no residual deformity. The pubic symphysis was finally
reduced by means of superior pubic ramus osteotomy to
unlock the incarcerated pubic body out of the contralateral
obturator foramen. A reconstruction plate was contoured to
the super pubic symphysis, which was fixed to the central
fragment.

The anterior columnwith posterior hemitransverse lesion
was built on the right side hemipelvis and the pubic rami
fractures on the contralateral side. DAPSQ was adopted for
the complex acetabulum fractures. Placing lag screws via
an anterior approach is a novel method to cure complex
acetabular fractures [15, 23], which has obtained a China state
patent [24]. The lag screws that screwed through the anterior
column to the posterior column could produce a particular
clinical result, but its fixation is eccentric (partial posterior)
and requires the fracture blocks of the anterior and posterior
columns to not be crushed.

The plates and screws were made of the Nitinol (NiTi)
shape-memory alloy because of their inherent advantages
(i.e., shape-memory effect, remarkable resistance to wear and
corrosion, and good histocompatibility) [25]. The elasticity
modulus and the Poisson ratio of the NiTi shape-memory
alloy were 110GPa and 0.3, respectively. The contact between
plates and cortical surface was defined as face-to-face contact

with a friction coefficient of 0.1. Coupling constraints were
used between plates and screws in order to make sure no
relative sliding occurs. The screws were embedded in the
pelvic bone, which are used to specify an element or a group
of screws or elements that lie embedded in the pelvic whose
response will be used to constrain the translational degrees of
freedom of the screws nodes [26].

To analyze the influence of the pubic ramus, three models
were created as follows:

The first model: DAPSQ for anterior column with
posterior hemitransverse lesion on right side, which is
combined with pubic bone integrity on the contralat-
eral side (Figure 2(a)).
The second model: the same condition was used
in the right side, whereas the superior and inferior
pubic ramus were ruptured without a fixation system
(Figure 2(b)).
The third model: The titanium plate fixation sys-
tem was settled for the pubic ramus fractures
(Figure 2(c)).

2.3. Loading and Boundary Conditions. The double-limb
stance was exerted on each model. The physiological load
was similar to existing models, as described in Sawaguchi et
al. [27]. The model was placed in a specific neutral position
that was defined with the iliac wings level (coplanar in the
horizontal plane) [28]. In the sagittal plane, the proximal
femoral shaft was vertical. The degrees of freedom at the end
of the femur were restrained to represent the double-limb
stance. The body weight of 600N was loaded on the upper
surface of the sacrum.

Validation of the Pelvic Model and Fixation System: DAPSQ.
Medial and lateral views of the von Mises stresses that were
observed in the cortical bone of pelvic bone are shown in
Figure 3. In terms of the von Mises stress level, the present
models and the existing model [12, 15] or in vivo experiments
data [29] were in agreement. The regions of stress concentra-
tion were observed at the superior rim of the acetabulum and
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Figure 4:The path across the limbus of acetabulum and its displacement and stress distribution along the path. (a) Path across the limbus of
acetabulum; (b) displacement disrtribution along the path; (c) von Mises stress distribution along the path.

on the ilium superior to the acetabulum. In order to validate
the FE model, eight points (which were corresponding to
position in the Dalstra vivo experiments [29]) were chosen
to evaluate the von Mises stress level. The average von Mises
stress in eight positions was 2.68MPa, which was slightly
larger than the value obtained though the Phillips simulation
(about 2MPa) and Dalstra vivo experiment (1.73MPa in the
left pelvic bone and 2.02MPa in right side). The difference
may be due to the ignorance of the sacrum or the femur, or
the difference of the loading and boundary conditions (the
force was loaded though acetabulum).

In order to explore mesh sensitivity for the mechanical
properties of pelvic, a path across the limbus of acetabulum
was generated (Figure 4) to evaluate mesh sensitivity for
stress and displacement distribution. The stress and dis-
placement distributions in two FE models with different
mesh size were almost the same. Therefore, mesh sensitivity
studies revealed that further refinement does not significantly
improve calculation accuracy. So, the findings all show that
the FE model developed in this study produces stress field

which was similar to those reported in previous literatures,
and could meet our needs [12, 15].

Acetabular fractures are commonly treated using recon-
struction plates and fixation or lag screws. Moreover, the
reconstruction plate could effectively buttress the fracture
fragments to keep the fracture component in the original
position.The screws could fit closely to the irregular surfaces
to overcome the resistance generated from shear and torsion.
Meanwhile, quadrilateral area screws that pass through the
anterior column to the posterior column could generate a
good therapeutic effect because the quadrilateral screws were
fully inserted into the cortical bone surface to generate higher
stiffness than fixation screws, which were only inserted into
two ends.

Additionally, the elasticity modulus of the fracture line
has little effect on the stability of the pelvic. A path along
the upper fracture line was generated (Figure 5(a)). The dis-
placement along the path under different elasticity modulus
of fracture was shown in Figure 5(b). Four different values of
elasticity modulus (0.01, 0.01, 1, and 10MPa) were assigned to
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Figure 5: The path along the upper fracture line and its displacement distribution along the path with different elasticity modulus. (a) The
path along the upper fracture line; (b) displacement along the path with different fracture line modulus under different situation.

fracture line. There is a great deal of difference between these
values of the displacement along the path. while once the
fixation system (DAPSQ) applied, the difference reduced to
the minimum size. Therefore, the value of elasticity modulus
of fracture line has little effect on the stability of the pelvic.

3. Results

Thestress distribution of the pelvic bone is shown in Figure 4.
In the nonfracture model, the stress value in superior ramus
of pubis was approximately 4MPa, which is almost the same
across the acetabulum [15]. Therefore, the pelvic ring has
an important function in transferring axial force from the
upper body to the lower limbs. In the first model (DAPSQ
combined with intact contralateral pubic ramus), the intact
pubic ramus suffer larger stress and transfer larger force than
the nonfracture model (Figure 6(b)). The force transforma-
tion was blocked when the fracture occurred, and the force
could not be transmitted from the pubic ramus to the pubic
symphysis (Figure 6(c)). Meanwhile, the force could transfer
through the fixation plates but cannot return to its intact state
when the fractured ramus was fixed (Figure 6(d)), whereas
the pubic tubercle which adhered to the pubic symphysis
suffers considerable stress (Figure 6(d)).

The pubic symphysis is a nonsynovial amphiarthrodial
joint, connecting two pubic bones. The resultant displace-
ment distribution is shown in Figure 7. All three fracture
models could not match the nonfracture model; thus, the
pelvic hardly returns to normal conditions after the fractures,
although the DAPSQ could reduce the maximum displace-
ment of pubic symphysis. The nodal displacement of the
pubic symphysis was not consistent on both sides in all three
fracture models, especially in the second model. In the first

and thirdmodel, the larger displacement occurred in the right
pelvic side (the DAPQS side). The complex pelvic fractures
were more destructive than pubic ramus fracture although
fixation system was applied, while, in the second model, the
largest displacement was shown in the left pelvic side. The
maximum displacement of the pubic symphysis in all models
occurred in the second model (complex pelvic fracture com-
bined with pubic ramus fracture). The fractured pelvic under
the second condition was in insufficient conditions because
the pelvic has a large displacement and in an asymmetric
situation. Thus, the pelvis that suffered complex fracture
combined with pelvic ramus fracture was unable to remain
in a stable condition. The displacement level for the third
condition ranged between the two former values. Therefore,
pelvic ring integrity was the prerequisite of pelvic stability.

The stress distribution of the fixation system was shown
in Figure 8. The DAPSQ in the second system (Figure 8(b))
suffers from higher stress than the other two conditions. The
highest stress, which was larger than 120MPa, was observed
in the center of the reconstruction plate at the same condition.
The stress distribution pattern in the DAPSQ combined with
fixed pubic ramus fracture (Figure 8(c)) fell between the
former two conditions. Therefore, pelvic ring integrity or
stability was needed when the pelvis suffers from a complex
pelvic fracture.

4. Discussion

FE analyses of the pelvic stability for fracture are rare because
of the complex three-dimensional geometry, the difference
of fracture types, and the controversy of fixation systems.
This study aims to explore the biomechanics stability of
pelviswith complex fracture combinedwith pelvic ring injury
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Figure 6: Stress distribution at different conditions. (a) Nonfracture model; (b) the first model; (c) the second model; (d) the third model.
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Figure 7:The nodal resultant displacement distribution of pubic symphysis at different conditions. (a) Nonfracturemodel; (b) the firstmodel;
(c) the second model; (d) the third model.
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Figure 8: Stress distribution of fixation systems at different conditions. (a) Nonfracture model; (b) the first model; (c) the second model; (d)
the third model.

through FE analysis. A complete, accurate, and validated
pelvis model was developed, and complex pelvic fracture
combinedwith pelvic ramus fracture was created to represent
unstable condition. Three different models were used to
appraise the pelvic stability mechanism.The mechanism was
evaluated based on stress and displacement distribution and
force transformation of the three models.

The study was based on FE analysis; thus, the following
points should be noted. Firstly, the accuracy of the pelvic
model affects the veracity of the FE result. For a real pelvis,
relatively high values for the thickness of cortical bone
were allocated at particular locations, and creating a pelvic
model to match the real pelvis model was difficult [12].
However, previous studies have shown that cortical bone
stress was not sensitive to changes in cortical thickness [12].
In addition, the pelvis ligaments were modeled using truss
elements with elastic modulus because no 3D geometric
models of the pelvis ligaments were available. The elastic
approximation is accurate enough for a comparative study
of pelvis stability [30]. Secondly, finding a universal fixation
system for the complex fracture combined with pelvic ring
injury is impossible because the fracture varies in severity and
diversity, which needs a complex process for orthopedist to
conduct operation [15, 23]. Moreover, specific problems for

fixation systems, such as heterotopic ossification, abductor
weakness, and slipping out or breakage of the fixation system,
should be a concern in the clinical results. Therefore, a large-
scale, formal study should be conducted in the future to
enhance the precision of our conclusion.

The symphysis pubis is a nonsynovial amphiarthrodial
joint that forms a fibrocartilaginous union between the
two pubic bones [2]. This articulation often falls outside
the mainstream interest of orthopedic surgeons because
dramatic symptoms or signs are seldom produced. And
the operation for isolated pubic ramus fracture was not
necessary. However, pelvic ring integrity plays a pivotal role
in keeping the stability of pelvis [31]. Four injury patterns
are apparent at the symphysis pubis: diastases, straddle
fractures, intraarticular fractures, and overlapping disloca-
tions, as well as combination fracture-dislocations. Isolated
pubic rami (diastases and straddle fractures) fractures are
common fractures, and the treatment for these fractures
is typically nonoperative. Patients with isolated pubic rami
fractures have a good prognosis with regard to long-term
pain relief and functional outcomes. Meanwhile, arthrodesis
may be the only therapeutic option in severe and recalcitrant
cases (i.e., overlapping dislocations or combination fracture-
dislocations). The treatment for these cases must have
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a complicated process to complete, that is, an early and rapid
reduction and fixation of massively displaced and unstable
fractures.

Few scholars are involved in the general management of
the treatment for complex fractures combined with pelvic
ring injury. Open reduction and internal fixation is the
general method for complex fracture [32], whereas a closed
reduction of the diastasis and stabilization with external
fixation provides an optimized therapeutic option for isolated
pubic ramus. Complex pelvic fracture combined with pelvic
ring injury varies in severity and diversity, and this kind
of fracture can occur concomitantly with a complicated
procedure to manage [5].

Analysis of the pelvic ring shows that the skinny regions
function as arches that transfer the weight of the upright
trunk from the sacrum to the hips and transfer the load
in the lateral direction from one side to the other side [2].
The superior and inferior pubic ramus on each side formed
two “little” arches to increase pelvic stiffness. The functions
of the joint are to absorb shock during walking and allow
the delivery of body weight. The stress distribution of the
pelvic bone shows that a major part of the body weight
was transferred though the pelvic ring, especially from the
superior pubic ramus. These findings were consistent with
those from previous studies [2]. Meanwhile, the stress level in
the pubic rami of the nonfracture model was approximately
4MPa (obtained by average the stress value along the pubic
rami) compared with the fracture model that was less than
0.5MPa. The force transformation pattern changes when the
fracture occurred: the vertical force was mainly transferred
through the acetabulum to the hips or though the fixation
plates to the other side rather than through the fracture
line. The fractured pubic ring contributed little to the pelvic
stability.

The rank of the pubic symphysis displacement and its
difference are as follows: the second model (DAPSQ com-
bined with pelvic ramus fracture) possesses the maximum
value, and the third model (fixed the pubic ramus) followed.
The pelvic ramus fracture makes the pelvis suffer from large
displacement and low rigidity, which leads to continuous
unstable conditions of the pelvis, whereas the fixation of the
pubic ramus fracture could change the fracture bone back to a
particular extent.Therefore, pelvic ring integrity was the pre-
requisite of pelvic stability.Themodels also indicated that the
symphysis was subject to a combination of superior/inferior
glide and lateral compression under asymmetric structure by
analyzing the displacement distribution [33]. Biomechanics
analysis of the pelvis shows that the pubis symphysis and its
surrounding ligaments could neutralize the shear and tensile
stresses to provide joint stability and maintain the pelvis
integrity.

The plate regions that attached to the fracture line or
screws are more stressed than those in other positions; the
screws are the same.These findings may be ascribed to either
the difference in the relative displacements of the split parts
or to the changeable in the material. These two reasons
could generate shearing force or torque to produce a large
damping on the fixation systems. Furthermore, the function
of each part in the fixation system can be explained through

the stress level, which means that the higher the stress the
fixation system component suffers, the greater its function
is. The maximum stress was observed in the reconstruction
plate; thus, the plate had dominant function in maintaining
the stability of the fracture model. The lag screws are more
stressed than the screws fixing the plates, which could be
attributed to the fact that the lag screws were fully inserted
into the cortical bone surface to generate higher stiffness than
fixation screws, which were only inserted into two ends.

FE models have been extensively used in evaluating the
stability or the fracture of the pelvis [30, 34, 35]. These
studies mainly focused on the influence of the direction,
magnitude, or point of application of loading for the pelvis.
However, this paper differs from previous works because
we created a complex pelvic fracture combined with pelvic
ring fracture, which was created under a clinician’s guidance.
Moreover, rather than applying force directly to pelvic bone
or iliac fossa, the body weight in this paper was loaded on
a complete pelvic model, which included bony structures
with soft tissues (endplates and cartilage) and mainly pelvic
ligamenta. The results, therefore, were more eloquent than
those from simplistic models. Another novel approach of our
study is that the traumatic biomechanics obtained from this
paper could be used to guide surgical correction.

5. Conclusion

Complex pelvic fracture combinedwith pelvic ramus fracture
was used to evaluate the biomechanics stability of the pelvis.
The pubic ramus fracture leads to an unsymmetrical situation
and an unstable situation of the pelvis.The fixed pubic ramus
fracture did well in reducing the stress levels of the pelvic
bone and fixation system and the displacement difference in
the pubic symphysis and could change the unstable situation
back to a certain extent. Therefore, the pelvic ring integrity
was the prerequisite of the pelvic stability and should be in a
stable condition when the complex fracture is treated.

Abbreviation

DAPSQ: Dynamic Anterior Plate-Screw System for
Quadrilateral Area.
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